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VISUALISE Conference
Summary and Next Steps
for the Field
● 	Identify common areas of success or failure to inform

On May 8–9, 2019, with support from the National
Science Foundation and the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation, the Exploratorium hosted the Visualization
for Informal Science Education (VISUALISE) conference at its facilities in San Francisco, California. The
conference’s 60 attendees spanned the many disciplines
related to visualization, including museum educators,
computer scientists, artists, journalists, psychologists,
learning scientists, and technology developers. These
cross-disciplinary professionals came together to share
their work related to visualizing data for the public and to
identify opportunities, knowledge gaps, and emerging
research questions. During the conference, speakers
and panelists explored themes of interpretation, collaboration, broadening participation, applying research to
practice, and the affordances of technology.

future visualization development.

● 	Converge on critical areas of research and develop-

ment to guide future work for informal learning settings.

To accomplish these goals, the VISUALISE team organized the conference into sessions focused on four
topics.

Intention: Why We Visualize Data
Speakers in the opening session addressed different
aspects of intent in visualization, from questioning how
our intentions should change as we face a staggering
increase in the quantity and complexity of data (Eric
Rodenbeck, Stamen Design); to using visualization to
form hypotheses (Janet Iwasa, University of Utah); to
creating visualizations that foster public discovery (Joyce
Ma, Exploratorium); to using visualization to communicate and personalize how our climate is changing (Nadja
Popovich, The New York Times). In the subsequent
working session, participants shared their experiences
designing visualizations with different intentions for the
public, such as explaining a concept, exploring a data set,
or promoting data literacy skills.

This document captures key ideas that emerged
throughout the conference and in a post-conference
survey of participants. The accompanying proceedings
provide detailed descriptions of each session, organized
chronologically.

VISUALISE Goals and Organization
The VISUALISE conference was motivated by four overarching goals:

Research to Practice

● 	Share lessons learned in the research and develop-

Drawing on research in the fields of psychology, cognitive science, and computer science, this session focused
on findings from studies on human perception and public data literacy that can influence visualization design.
Speakers discussed what data visualization designers
can learn from research on the most effective percep-

ment of visualizations relevant to informal science
settings.

● 	Promote dialogue across disciplines working in data

visualization.
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tual channels (Tamara Munzner, University of British
Columbia), perception (Steve Franconeri, Northwestern
University), and data literacy (Andreas Bueckle, Indiana
University). A working session involved small-group analysis and a discussion of how research could be applied to
visualizations that were developed by conference participants.

Key Themes
Across the presentations, working sessions, synthesis
activity, and post-conference survey, some broad themes
emerged from VISUALISE.

Visualizations Must Be Relevant and Relatable

As illustrated at the conference, many visualizations are
distillations of massive data sets, such as historical climate
records or global sea surface temperature. Many also disIn a preconference survey of VISUALISE participants,
storytelling and narrative were the most requested topics. play phenomena that are difficult to perceive directly with
human senses or seem disconnected from the human
Responding to that interest, this session explored some
experience, such as molecular structures, microscopic
dimensions of telling stories with data: the elements of a
life in the ocean, or asteroids. VISUALISE participants and
compelling visual narrative (Scott McCloud, comic artspeakers agreed that it is essential, yet challenging, to
ist and author); the meaning of visual representations in
make phenomena that are abstract or have different time
communication (Barbara Tversky, Columbia University);
or space scales feel relevant. Their strategies and guiding
the influence of who is telling the story and broadening
principles for increasing the relevance of visualizations fell
participation in visualization (Vetria Byrd, Purdue
University); and how the stories evolve with real-time data into three major categories: personalization, localization,
(Fernanda Viégas, Google). During a working session par- and enchantment.
ticipants reflected on their own challenges and questions
Personalization
about storytelling with data.
Personalization, or incorporating a human perspective
The Affordances of Place
into visualizations, was a commonly mentioned strategy for increasing relevance. Nadja Popovich described
Museums and other places of informal learning reprevisualizations she created at The New York Times and
sent unique venues for data visualizations. This session
explored some pioneering projects in using visualizations elsewhere that put people at the center of the story.
Examples included a visualization where readers entered
in informal learning settings. Speakers discussed the
their hometown and birth year to see how much hotter
affordances and challenges of presenting data in largescale and immersive formats (Carrie McDougall, National the town has gotten, and a visualization where readers
entered some of their demographic characteristics to
Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration [NOAA]; Ryan
create a map showing how many people in the new
Wyatt, California Academy of Sciences); using popular
Congress shared those characteristics. Ryan Wyatt
exhibits to increase data visualization literacy (Bryan
offered examples of how the Morrison Planetarium creKennedy, Science Museum of Minnesota); having parates narrative journeys with the viewer as the main charticipants collect and interpret their own data (Mónica
acter in the experience. These journeys always start at a
Ramíerz-Andreotta, University of Arizona); creating
dynamic interfaces (Heather Segale, UC Davis); and pro- human scale before launching into microscopic or macroscopic scales and often include images of living creatures
moting social, place-based learning experiences (Susan
to help people connect to more abstract concepts.
Schwartzenberg, Exploratorium).

Storytelling with Data

Having users generate, collect, analyze, or interpret their
own data is another strategy for adding relevance. Bryan
Kennedy described an exhibit at the Science Museum
of Minnesota where people create a visualization using
data they generate by running a short race against virtual
athletes. Environmental scientist Mónica RamírezAndreotta shared her work on two community-based, citizen science projects related to environmental health. The
projects involved personalized visualizations that allowed

***
A synthesis activity at the end of Day 2 allowed participants to reflect on the presentations, discussions, and
conversations that took place during the conference and
identify needs for advancing the field.
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participants to compare contaminant levels in their soil
and rainwater with state and federal levels of exposure to
assess their exposure risk and make their own decisions
about what to eat from their gardens.

Localization: Making the Global Local
Placing global or far-away data into context is another
strategy for making visualizations relevant and relatable
to the public. One strategy used by many presenters
was making the global local, often by giving the public
an opportunity to start with visualizations of local data
before tying it to larger regional or global trends. Heather
Segale of the UC Davis Tahoe Environmental Research
Center described a number of projects done as part of the
NSF-funded LakeViz 3D project that engaged the public
with data about Lake Tahoe. Susan Schwartzenberg of
the Exploratorium described several visualizations she
curated for the Visualizing the Bay exhibit, which displays
data collected from San Francisco Bay, a local landscape
feature that can be seen from gallery windows. Ryan
Wyatt of Cal Academy described how planetarium visualizations often started with local events before panning
out to the entire globe (such as a local earthquake then
placed on a global earthquake map). In working sessions
and a salon, Carrie McDougall of NOAA, Lindsey Runstad
of the U.S. Forest Service, and many others shared examples of using local data as an entry point into phenomena
happening at a larger scale.

Enchantment
In the first session, Eric Rodenbeck introduced the idea
of “enchantment” to urge participants to rethink the way
visualizations are being created, emphasizing that creating
accurate visualizations is not enough to move the public
and that we need to add magic and look in the “fuzziness”
of the data. The idea of enchantment strongly resonated
with participants, and came up throughout the conference
as a way to define aspects of visualizations that can deeply
move the public, such as emotion, humor, or unexpected
interfaces. In addition to Rodenbeck’s call to “re-enchant
our tools,” Scott McCloud highlighted the importance of
communicating desire in a visual communication;
Barbara Tversky discussed the importance of humor;
Fernanda Viégas shared how the beauty of visualizations
can increase their reach. The theme of enchantment
seems especially relevant for museums and other informal learning environments, where the physical spaces,
artistic collaborations, and their informal nature lend
themselves to transportive experiences.

The Importance of Collaboration
There are many aspects to creating data visualizations:
identifying and acquiring the appropriate data; analyzing
and curating the data to fit the intention, story, or context of the visualization; creating technically feasible and
visually appealing graphics and interfaces; making the
visualization accessible and relatable to its eventual users;
and refining the visualization based on user feedback. As
VISUALISE presenters and participants noted, it is difficult
for any single institution to do all these things, much less
do them all well. Thus, collaborating across disciplines—
and often across institutions—is central to creating useful
visualizations.
Indeed, most presenters mentioned the importance of
collaborations to the projects they described. Janet Iwasa,
Joyce Ma, Nadja Popovich, Carrie McDougall, and
Fernanda Viégas cited collaborations between scientists
and visualization creators as being essential for ensuring
accurate interpretation and representation of the data.
Andreas Bueckle, Tamara Munzner, and Bryan Kennedy
emphasized collaborations between visualization creators
and learning scientists to design interfaces that are consistent with research on human perception and cognition.
Joyce Ma and Carrie McDougall focused on the importance of integrating evaluation into visualization design,
to iteratively test and alter the design of visualizations and
determine how effective they are with users. Vetria Byrd
emphasized the need to broaden the diversity of all these
collaborators, to incorporate a wider range of experiences
and voices at every stage of the process.

Public Data Visualization Literacy Is Essential
Another major theme of VISUALISE related to how the
public interprets visualizations and their understanding
of the data used to create them. Across disciplines the
ability to collect, manipulate, analyze, or interpret data can
be referred to as data literacy, data visualization literacy,
or visual literacy. However defined, this type of literacy
is important in informal learning settings, where visualizations might not be contextualized, and the average
amount of time spent at each exhibit is limited. As Bryan
Kennedy explained, these conditions, combined with the
increasing ubiquity of large data sets and their representations, underscore the need for universal data visualization literacy. Examples of the challenges the public has
in understanding the underlying data or interpreting data
came up in presentations and discussions throughout the
conference.
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Andreas Bueckle described research in the Börner Lab
assessing public data literacy in museums (highlighting
that only a few visualizations are recognizable) and a new
Data Visualization Literacy Framework Process Model,
which is a cyclic process model about the design of data
visualization that starts and ends with stakeholders. However, VISUALISE speakers and participants noted that
even when considerable forethought, design, and evaluation go into a visualization, the public typically has difficulty interpreting them. Joyce Ma shared that visitors who
engaged with an interactive visualization at the
Exploratorium took an average of 43 seconds to make
their first data interpretation comment, which means that
they were spending the time before that simply understanding how the visualization worked and what the
different visual elements represented. Carrie McDougall
reported that people’s understanding of Science on a
Sphere (SOS) data increased dramatically when the
colors were simplified. Acknowledging these difficulties, Ryan Wyatt described the Morrison Planetarium’s
approach to greatly simplifying and reducing the cognitive
load on visitors.
VISUALISE participants also grappled with how to
advance public literacy not just of visualizations, but of the
underlying data as well. Issues raised in Q&A and working
sessions focused on public literacy about how data is collected and curated for the visualization, how to think about
data uncertainty and provenance, and the effect of biases
in data collection and visualization creation.
Steve Franconeri, Tamara Munzner, and Barbara Tversky
discussed research on perception that has begun to shed
light on the types of symbols, colors, formats, and graphical techniques that are relatively easier to decipher than
others, highlighting the importance of cross-disciplinary
collaboration and knowledge sharing to creating visualizations that may be more easily interpreted.

Needs and Next Steps for the Field
The Day 2 synthesis activity and post-conference survey
of VISUALISE participants revealed four major needs for
the field.

Establishing and Growing a
Cross-Disciplinary Field

als across disciplines expressed great value in coming
together to share their expertise, make new connections,
and learn new approaches they could apply to their work
throughout the conference and in the post-conference
survey. Participants offered ideas for creating an infrastructure that might support this burgeoning field:
● 	more opportunities for face-to-face convenings across

disciplines

● 	forums for sharing best practices and other lessons

learned across different disciplines and projects

● 	repositories of examples (e.g., iconic chart types and

their uses)

● 	syntheses of what is known to date that can inform

future work

● 	a common vocabulary and understanding (for terms

such as “data literacy,” “provenance,” or even “visualization”) to facilitate cross-disciplinary communications
and collaboration

Tools and Guidance to Improve
Visualization Design
VISUALISE participants are also eager for evidencebased guidance and tested tools that will support their
efforts to create visualizations. They cited specific
needs for:
● 	guidance on effective composition and design princi-

ples (such as use of color, symbols, annotation)

● 	approaches for presenting complex and interactive

data in ways that are accessible and relatable (e.g.,
strategies for supporting meaning-making, conveying
uncertainty, and representing the data accurately)

● 	strategies to promote engagement with visualizations

(such as tactile interfaces, facilitation, narrative)

● 	guidance on how to represent a wider range of voices

in data visualization design

Support for Promoting Data
Visualization Literacy
To help address the need for public data visualization literacy, participants suggested that it would be useful to have:

VISUALISE was designed to bring together practitioners
and researchers who have deep experience in creating
and studying visualizations for the public. Profession-

● 	a developmental trajectory for data literacy, beginning

in early childhood, that identifies the progression from
novice to expert.
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● 	training for K–12 teachers to teach data literacy.
● 	effective strategies for museums to help audiences

make sense of visualizations and the data they
represent.

Advancing Visualizations Through Research in
Informal Learning Settings
Most data literacy and visualization design research has
been conducted in controlled settings by cognitive scientists, computer scientists, and perceptual psychologists.
Relatively few intensive studies have been conducted
in the unique context of museums settings. VISUALISE
participants identified several broad areas of research
to advance the field’s work on visualizations in informal
learning settings:
● 	visitors’ data visualization literacy and processing,

especially in museums (e.g., factors that help visitors
more quickly decode visualizations and move toward
interpretation)

● 	how the context of a visualization (within an exhibition,

stand-alone, mediated) and the audience impact interpretation and meaning-making with visualizations

● 	different strategies for conveying uncertainty, com-

plexity, and other aspects of the data underlying visualizations

● 	cultural sensitivities and differences in creating and

interpreting visualizations
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Opening Remarks

Rob Semper and Jennifer Frazier, Exploratorium
Exploratorium Chief Science Officer Rob Semper and
VISUALISE Principal Investigator Jennifer Frazier welcomed participants and thanked the National Science
Foundation and Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation for
their generous support.
Semper explained that data visualization has been a critical part of the Exploratorium’s visitor experience since it
opened in 1969. He shared examples from a 1979 exhibit
on Albert Einstein’s birth to the current Wired Pier project
that collects and displays data from San Francisco Bay.
More broadly, Semper noted the importance of data visualization to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (the fields collectively known as STEM) and STEM
education. The conference was timely because of the
increased availability and focus on data in STEM. In closing, Semper urged participants to remember that public
literacy about data visualization might be relatively limited
because little attention is traditionally paid to educating
people about how to interpret data visualizations.

Jennifer Frazier giving an overview of the use of visualizations in museums.
Credit: Jacqueline Faherty

Frazier put the conference in context, first with a Powers
of 10 image by Charles and Ray Eames. She noted that
very few scales of the natural world can be perceived
directly with our senses. We need tools to engage with
those scales—such as radio telescopes, X-ray crystallography, microscopes, super colliders, genome sequencing
machines, and ocean buoys. But even the data generated
with these tools—zeros, ones, As, Cs, Ts, and Gs—is not
readily perceived by humans. Only through data visualization can we make comparisons, gain insights, and make
discoveries with the data. Frazier shared the definition of
data visualization that she uses to capture this idea of perceiving beyond what is directly visible, from cartographer
Jacques Bertin: “Artificial memory that best supports our
natural means of perception.”
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Today’s data sets are massive and it is impossible to make
observations or insights without visually representing
them. Quoting VISUALISE advisor Tamara Munzner,
Frazier said “Visualization puts the human in the loop.”
Frazier shared examples of phenomena that were inaccessible to human observation only a decade ago, such as
ocean currents and genome comparisons. Museums typically focus on these kinds of natural phenomena, but visualizations also play a role in critical decision-making. For
example, a wind map can aid predictions about the path
of a cyclone and inform large-scale emergency response
planning. Visualizations also can help in the search for
genes involved in cancer or to identify a protein structure
that might be a good drug target. As Frazier noted, “Visualization isn’t just about pretty pictures or seeing different
realms of the universe, it’s critical for saving lives.”
Given the importance of data visualizations, museums
have been experimenting intensively with them. Many
experiments have been conducted by VISUALISE participants and were featured at the conference, including:

● 	using visualizations as part of a narrated or filmed

experience

● 	having visitors engage with authentic, complex data
● 	creating novel interfaces such as tangible interfaces,

augmented and virtual reality, and topographic
interfaces

● 	fostering data literacy: helping the public understand

what data is, what data representation is, and how to
interpret representations

The VISUALISE conference was designed to bring
together experts in museums who are creating and
studying these visualizations for the public with experts in
other fields to discuss what is known, what is not known,
and how to move forward as a field. Frazier thanked the
National Science Foundation and the Gordon and Betty
Moore Foundation for encouraging and supporting crossdisciplinary work and making the convening possible.
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Intention:
Why We Visualize Data
Visualizations can be used for many purposes—to explain
or communicate, to explore data, or to record or synthesize information. The purpose of a visualization is
intimately intertwined with its design, and design choices
should be intentionally made to reflect the intended audience and goals of the visualization. Speakers in this session shared examples that reflected different purposes
and explained some of the resulting design choices.

Objects to Think With
Eric Rodenbeck, Stamen Design
Eric Rodenbeck described Cabspotting, a 2005 project
he and others created to generate a live, real-time map
of taxi locations in San Francisco as part of the
Exploratorium’s Invisible Dynamics project. The map
showed Yellow Cabs in San Francisco, where they were,
which ones were empty, and which were full. For Rodenbeck, this project illustrated the idea that the same data
could be used in multiple ways for multiple reasons.
In addition to the official, museum version of the map,
artist Eddie Elliott developed a high-resolution image
representation of 31 days of data (called 31 Days), where
each minute-by-minute cab track is represented as a
semi-transparent dot that builds up to white with multiple passes. Freeways are clearly defined in the image
because there is not much interference and everyone is
driving in the same direction. In the downtown area, however, the lines get fuzzy and it appears as if the cabs are
driving into buildings. The team realized that this fuzziness
was caused by a concentration of cabs and by GPS signals bouncing off tall buildings. Rodenbeck called 31 Days
an “object to think with” because it is not just about a clear,
accurate representation—the messiness and fuzziness
can be an interesting part of the data. As he said, “The
fuzzy parts are just as important as the crisp parts . . . and
maybe they’re more interesting.”

Cabspotting, a visualization of GPS data from Yellow Cab taxis in San Francisco
created in 2008 by Scott Snibbe and Stamen Design in a collaboration sponsored
by the Exploratorium.
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Next, Rodenbeck described a project he completed in
2018 called Big Glass Microphone. The project created
a data visualization of vibrations along a 5-kilometer long
fiber optic cable that is buried under Stanford University.
The cable can measure things that are detectable by the
auditory spectrum and those that are not, such as electric cars. Based on signals passing through the cable,
Rodenbeck said that researchers could tell the difference
between a Ford and a Volvo, and a Volvo with one person
in it versus two people in it at scale, in real time. He concluded that we live in a time when the basic fabric of our
infrastructure is not just about sending signals from one
place to the next, it’s also about massively scaled sensing
devices.

makes it more difficult to understand. We are lost in a sea
of information, and as the world has increased in technological complexity our understanding has diminished.”
Rodenbeck said his faith, like that of many, was that if we
could get more data and build better models we could
make the world more understandable and better.

Rodenbeck said his belief was being tested, and that on
critical issues like climate change, data visualization is
failing. Rodenbeck ended with a metaphor, that of visualization as a hammer, and data as the nail. Quoting New
Dark Age, Rodenbeck said that the phrase “when one
has a hammer, everything looks like a nail” is to think of
our hammers less as carpenter’s hammers and more like
Thor’s hammer. The hammer has many purposes. It was
Continuing the theme of sensing what cannot be seen,
once conceived of as a magical and powerful instrument
Rodenbeck described two more projects, both at the
and referred to as a “thunderstone,” but lost its mystique
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In one project,
through the ages. Rodenbeck theorized that we have
researchers pointed cameras and sensors around corbeen thinking about data visualization as a carpenter’s
ners, then used shadows and vibrations to determine what hammer with a nail and argued that we need to rewas there and build visualizations and maps of what they
enchant our hammers. He closed by reminding particicould not see around the corner. In the other project, the
pants that “It’s not just about accurate representations,
same researchers pointed cameras at potato chip bags
but it’s about thunderstones, it’s about magic, and it’s
and napkins that were sitting in front of large speakers.
about re-enchanting our tools.”
Based on the vibrations of the bags and napkins, the
Visualizing Tiny Worlds
researchers could construct the sound that was being
played on the speaker and actually construct what people
Janet Iwasa, University of Utah
may be saying. Observing that we live in a world where
“potato chip bags are microphones,” Rodenbeck conJanet Iwasa creates animations of molecular processes.
tended that we are hurtling into a future where the world
She was trained as cell biologist and her visualizations
is a sensing mechanism and a data collection machine. He serve that community. Iwasa started with a central probsaid that data visualization practitioners need to consider lem around visualizing molecular biology, which is that
that “. . . the world is the network and the network is the
“molecules are tiny.” Most molecules that biologists are
world . . . it’s about everything in the world being used as a interested in studying are far smaller than the wavelength
sensing device and nothing going away, ever.”
of light, so biologists can never see them directly using
visible light. To address this challenge, biologists conRodenbeck broadened his focus to what is powering
duct many experiments that provide small bits of indirect
these visualizations. He read from the publication “The
data about how proteins interact with each other, and
Cloud Begins with Coal” (Mills, 2013), citing information
what parts of the protein are necessary. A considerable
about the ever-increasing amount of electricity that is
amount of data is now available about what proteins are
being consumed by the cloud, and discussed the dependoing and their location and movement, but scientists still
dence on coal for data centers. The data visualizations
cannot rely on visual light to identify what proteins look
we are creating are fueled by coal. Rodenbeck posed the
like. Instead, they must pull the proteins out of the cell,
question that given this dark vision, what are we supposed
freeze or crystallize them, and use X-rays or electrons to
to do?
make out their three-dimensional shape. This information
is indirect because it involves taking the protein out of its
Reflecting on how to address this issue, Rodenbeck
referred to the book New Dark Age (Bridle, 2018). “We’ve native form and environment to identify its natural shape,
had this idea that the more data we had, the better things but it does offer a more visual idea of what is happening.
would get. But the premise of New Dark Age is that as the
world increases in complexity the increase in information
9

Scientists combine and synthesize all these bits of data to
come up with hypotheses, and they often use drawings to
express their hypotheses of what is happening at a molecular level. These drawings are called the model figure.
The model figure typically starts as a hand drawing and
gets refined into a figure that often is published with the
article—typically at the end to summarize the researchers’
theories and hypotheses.

hypotheses. They are supported by data, but they still
represent educated guesses because considerable
uncertainty remains at the molecular scale. To illustrate
this, Iwasa shared that one of the mechanisms that is represented in the clathrin amination was not popular in the
molecular biology community. As she said, “And I knew
this because complete strangers would walk up to me at
meetings having seen this animation from a presentation
[Kirchhausen] gave and they would tell me, ‘That animation is pretty good but . . . the dynamin part is wrong.’” This
response from the scientific community led to the revision
of that part of the animation. A couple of years later, a
person who saw the revised version at a conference told
Iwasa, “It’s closer.”
That experience gave Iwasa the impression that scientists
who study these types of processes “have a movie in their
heads.” They build a vision from all the abstract data they
collect, and they can get upset when they see something
that doesn’t match their mental model. In Iwasa’s view, this
mismatch can be positive because it helps people understand where they disagree and which hypotheses to test
with further research. She quoted her collaborator
Kirchhausen saying that, “Molecular 3-D animations
inform both the scientist who creates them and the audience that views them, through an active process leading
to further inquiry and discovery.”

Iwasa is interested in how animation can be used as
part of the research process, and how it might replace
the model figure. She showed an animation of bacterial
Animation came as an epiphany to Iwasa when she was
movement that accomplished those goals. The animation
in graduate school, working next to a lab that studied
is embedded in a journal article and was reviewed as part
a motor protein called kinesin. She watched dozens of
of the article. Creating the animation gave the researchers
presentations by graduate students and postdoctoral
greater insight into the structure of the machinery bacteria
researchers about kinesin, and thought she understood
use to move, and led to refinements of their hypotheses
how the protein worked. Later, when the structure of kineas they saw iterations of the animated movement. The
sin was solved and an animation of it was created, Iwasa
video is posted on Science magazine’s Facebook page,
said the animation “made me realize that I never really
and gets more views than popular topics such as “Why
understood how it worked. My jaw just dropped. I was like,
are lions smarter than tigers?” and “Why fly when you can
‘This is the most intuitive and easy to understand thing.
water ski?” For Iwasa, this popularity demonstrates that
Why aren’t we all just doing this? Why are we looking at
the public can be interested in molecular phenomena if
triangles and circles when we have enough . . . dynamic
they are made more accessible through animation.
and structural data to put together visualizations that
really capture the information that we have?’” That experi- She is also trying to democratize animations so that all
ence drew her into animation.
researchers can create them without having to work
through specialists like herself. She is involved with some
Iwasa showed an animation she developed with Tomas
software projects to provide these tools to researchers,
Kirchhausen of a process he studies called clathrin
including one with the Allen Institute for Cell Science, in
mediated endocytosis. She emphasized that this anicollaboration with VISUALISE participant Blair Lyons.
mation—and all animations of molecular processes—are
3-D rendering of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Credit: Janet Iwasa,
University of Utah, http://scienceofHIV.org
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The Plankton Populations
exhibit at the Exploratorium.
Credit: Amy Snyder

Enabling Data Exploration with
Visualizations at Exhibits
Joyce Ma, Exploratorium
Joyce Ma began her presentation by highlighting that the
Exploratorium is known as a place that gives visitors direct
experience with phenomena to enable exploration and
discovery. Throughout the museum, examples abound
of exhibits in the physical, biological, and social sciences
where visitors engage directly with phenomena. However,
many phenomena are not directly accessible to visitors
because of their size or time scale. Yet many of these phenomena are the focus of current science, so the Exploratorium asked, Can we give visitors access to the data that
characterize these phenomena? Can we use visualization
to encourage exploration in this way? To answer these
questions, the Exploratorium embarked on a multiyear
project funded by the National Science Foundation and
the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation called Living
Liquid, which tried to answer these specific questions:
● 	How can we engage visitors in exploring scientific data

sets with interactive visualizations?

● 	C an we support them in asking productive questions,

and in interpreting the data that’s visualized?

●

multiuser

●

interactive

●

stand-alone (not requiring interpretive help from staff)

● 	understandable for any casual visitor 8 years of age

and older

Ma identified six lessons learned on designing for data
exploration in a museum setting from the Living Liquid
project. These lessons came from the many prototypes
and evaluations that the Exploratorium conducted as part
of the project. She illustrated these lessons with examples
from the exhibit Plankton Populations, which is related to
the global distribution of plankton in the world’s oceans.
1.	
It takes a village. In this case, an interdisciplinary team
of research scientists, computer scientists with visualization expertise, and museum professionals. The
researchers knew the data, the computer scientists
helped make the visualization work technically, and
the Exploratorium brought what Ma called “the noise
and the funk”—an understanding of what happens in
a museum and how to make it work for visitors. She
noted that this collaboration was one of the most useful
mechanisms for resolving the tension between scientific accuracy and making a visualization understandable for all visitors.

Living Liquid involved iterative prototyping with three
very different scientific data sets that shared the common 2.	Curate the data for exploration. The data sets used
characteristic of being about life in the oceans. To fit the
in the Living Liquid project were complex. For example,
conditions, affordances, and constraints of the museum
the Darwin Project data set behind the Plankton
context, the Exploratorium wanted the visualizations to be:
Populations exhibit included 48 plankton types, each
with its own metabolic and physiological factors, and
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at least four environmental factors that vary over time.
mental conditions—is hidden from immediate view.
Not everything could be visualized from such a large
Visitors must tap the side of the interactive lens to see
and complicated data set, so the team took a narrow
those data, which requires them to “play around” with
slice of the data and tried to create a visualization
the lens to discover that feature.
based on questions that were meaningful for visitors.
6.	Data exploration can happen. The prototyping and
The prototyping involved asking visitors what they
evaluation activities showed that data exploration can
wanted to know, then trying to map those questions to
happen, though it is difficult and can take time. All of
what might be answerable with the data and conceive
the groups in one think-aloud study asked and answer
of what an answer would look like. These activities also
their own questions and saw some sort of pattern in
involved listening carefully to how visitors talked about
data. However, it took groups an average of 43 seconds
the data and identifying what was familiar to them. As
to make their first data interpretation comment. Up to
Ma said, “If we don’t have anything familiar . . . that visithat time, they were orienting themselves and figuring
tors can hang onto, just figuring out what the visualizaout what everything was in the visualization. As Ma
tion is about becomes incredibly difficult for them . . . let
said, “That’s a long time in the exhibit world,” especially
alone for us to make it motivating for them to even look
because a separate Exploratorium study found that
at the visualization.” From the Darwin Project data set,
people spend 47 seconds in total at the exhibit. Ma
the team chose plankton and based the visualization on
concluded that it’s possible to support data exploration,
four different types and three environmental variables,
but it depends on creating visualizations that visitors
asking the simple questions: Where are they? When
can easily decipher (Ma, Ma & Frazier, forthcoming).
are they there? How are they different? Why are they
there?
3.	Give immediate access to the data. Ma said this
point might seem obvious, but early in the project the
Plankton Populations exhibit started with a movie of
ocean currents to appeal to people and inspire them
to dive into the ocean and start looking at life forms
there. The exhibit team assumed the movie would give
a context for the visualization, but it wound up being so
mesmerizing that people never looked at the plankton
data. Later iterations omitted the ocean current movie
and just visualized the plankton data.

Visualizing and Personalizing
Climate Change
Nadja Popovich, The New York Times

Nadja Popovich is a graphics editor on The New York
Times’ climate team, where she works to visually translate
science for a broad, nonexpert audience. She described a
collaborative project she worked on in 2018 called “How
Much Hotter Is Your Hometown than When You Were
Born?” which is based on climate data from the Climate
Impact Lab. (How Much Hotter Is Your Hometown Than
4.	Use interactivity to direct exploration. Across all the When You Were Born?, 2018). She also spoke more
prototypes, visitors focused on the interactive elements broadly about how personalization can help readers form
of the exhibit. Ma said it worked best when the interac- a deeper connection to abstract data.
tion maps to the tasks that people perform as part of
“Climate change can often feel abstract or far away in time
data exploration: searching, filtering, and sorting. In the and space for readers,” said Popovich. She illustrated this
case of Plankton Populations, lenses were the interpoint with a pair of maps she made based on polling data
active element. People could move lenses around to
from the Yale Center for Climate Change Communication
search the database and filter on the local conditions.
that compared the percentage of people who think cli5.	Layer in the richness. Even the narrow slice that
the team took from the overall Darwin Project data
set was still very complicated. As Ma said, “We were
greedy and we wanted visitors to have this rich experience where they could dive into the data, explore the
environmental factors, and start to answer the harder
questions.” To manage the complexity, the visualization
is designed so that the second level of data—environ12

mate change will harm people in the United States with
the percentage of people who think climate change will
harm them personally. The maps show that even among
people who believe climate change will have significant
impacts, those impacts do not necessarily feel immediate
or personal.
These data inspired Popovich to use visualizations to
bring climate change “closer to home.”

Selections from “How Much Hotter Is Your Hometown Than When You Were Born?”
Credit: Nadja Popovich, The New York Times

To explain how she accomplished this, Popovich began
discussing some broader approaches to personalizing
data narratives. She noted that online media provides
greater opportunities than ever before to make readers
active participants in the data story, and even to communicate broader ideas by putting readers at the center of
their own story. Popovich described three ways to personalize data:
1.	
Location. Popovich showed an online story about
income mobility made by colleagues at The New York
Times. Instead of starting with national data, as is
typically the case, this article starts by detecting the
reader’s location and centers the story with zoomed-in
data based on that location. By showing this close-up
view of the data first, instead of an interactive map, the
reader gets more immediate, human connection to the
data.
2.	Demographics. A visualization Popovich created
for The Guardian about the 2014 mid-term elections
allowed readers to enter their gender, age, race, sexual orientation, and level of education to create a map
showing how many people in the new Congress shared
those characteristics (Popovich and Cage, 2014).
Another example by Nathan Yau called “How You Will
Die” allows readers to enter their gender, race, and age,
then shows a simulation of the most common causes of
death for people with those characteristics (Yau, 2016).
“These types of visualizations allow readers to see
themselves in the data,” said Popovich.
3.	Engagement. A third personalization approach is to
let the reader become an active participant rather than
a passive consumer of an article. Popovich showed a

“you draw it” game from an online article that invited
readers to draw a graph of how family income predicts college admission chances (Aisch, Cox & Quealy,
2015). Upon submission, the true graph was revealed
along with the personalized explanation about how
their graph compared with those of other readers and
how it differed from the actual data. This intro gave
readers a stake in the rest of the article they otherwise
would not have had.
For Popovich, the intentions of all these approaches are to
(1) humanize the data by bringing it closer to the reader’s
lived experience and (2) create a deeper understanding of
the topic.
Those also were her intentions when creating “How Much
Hotter Is Your Hometown than When You Were Born?”
She said the typical visualizations of climate change are
zoomed-out, global, and not always relatable—for example, the commonly shown plot of global average surface
temperatures over time. “Projections made out to the
distant year 2100 can also feel abstract,” she said.
But it’s possible to make such climate data less abstract.
Even by just putting the data on a map of the globe, it
becomes more disaggregated, easier to see broad temperature distribution patterns, and easier for readers to
locate themselves.
In addition to personalizing the location, Popovich’s team
wanted to frame the visualization around the reader’s
lifetime in order to show the effects of climate change on
a shorter timescale than people were used to seeing.
They also wanted to use a metric that’s consistent with
how people experience the world. They reasoned that
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counting the number of days above 95º was more relatable to most people than the concept of average annual
temperature change, with the added benefit that it is a
useful metric for understanding climate change because
some of the greatest impacts of a warming world will be
felt at the extremes.

from keyframe to simulation or scripting aspects? In other
words, how much is magic and how much is painstakingly
working on the motion of every particle?

Iwasa: Nothing is simulated in the animations I showed.
They are all entirely keyframes. I work very closely with
collaborators. A lot of people who work on these topPopovich demonstrated how the visualization worked.
ics have a movie in their heads. The goal is to put that
movie in animated forms. I ask a [ton] of questions. The
Users enter their hometown and birth year, and the resultBrownian motion is based on feedback from people who
ing graph shows a 21-year rolling average of days above
said it has to look random. Working with the Allen Insti95º in that town around that year (the average is meant to
tute, we’re trying to create agent-based simulation softreflect local climate rather than the interannual variability
ware that looks like an animation but would be built using
of weather). The second scroll reveals how many 95º days
rules that we know. My animations don’t do that—they are
there are currently in that town, and the third scroll projbased purely on the knowledge of my collaborators.
ects out to when the user is 80 years old.
Follow-up: Are the shapes of the molecules pulled from a
In Popovich’s view, this three-step process offers people
database?
a different way of looking at climate than they typically
see and gives them a point of reference for zooming out
Iwasa: Many protein shapes are at least partially known
to understand the rest of the data set. The fourth scroll
and some are published in publicly available databases.
then zooms out to give textual context and then place
Usually they’re only partial structures and not all proteins
data from the user’s hometown on a global map, to show are known. For those that we don’t have data for, I approxhow it related to the broader effects of climate change.
imate. We at least know the size of the protein if not its
The zoomed-out map then takes a tour of a few locations approximate shape.
in the world to discuss variations in projected climate
Q for all speakers: What is the potential danger of reinchange.
forcing misconceptions or not fully conveying that there is
“Showing this broader, zoomed out-view is an important
still some conjecture about the theory of how a phenomecomplement to the local zoomed-in view at the beginning non works?
of the story,” said Popovich, “because it provides crucial
Iwasa: It’s a problem. Sometimes I make multiple animaglobal context for what is, in the end, a global phenometions of a process to present the most common hypothnon.”
eses, but there are probably more hypotheses than the
ones I animate. If researchers had the tools, everyone
Q&A1
could make their own animation. Everyone thinks differQ for Popovich: Do you collect information on the kinds ently about a process, and if we could make all the animaof things that people click on, and do you use that in
tions different scientists create available that would show
designing future versions?
where people agree and disagree. We also think a lot
about how to annotate the animations to show where the
Popovich: We don’t usually build a lot of tracking into our
data is and what is well supported. It’s hard to do that well,
visualizations. But we can see how people share these
especially in three dimensions.
projects via social media, and they usually enter their own
information. The way they share is by telling people how
Ma: That concern is well-founded. People don’t have
the data relates to them (for example, how many people
a sophisticated understanding of the nature of data. It
in Congress are like them). This confirms that people are
comes back to data literacy and layering in the complexinterested in being at the center of the visualization.
ity. One kind of complexity is conveying where the data
comes from and conclusions you can make from the data.
Q for Iwasa: Are you using off-the-shelf animation softVisitors assume the data is real, true, and clean. That’s
ware and adding scripts? Where does it fall on the range
why in curating the data, we make sure that it is complete
and representative of the patterns that the scientists
	The questions and responses in all three Q&A sections have been edited for brevbelieve to be true and rely on.
ity. They contain a mix of the exact language people used and edited language.
1
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Popovich: I think about this a lot. As a journalist, my pieces
are a lot more narrative and I don’t want to stop readers to
call their attention to specific data points. We show average and median and try to explain the specifics in the text.
Sometimes we try to convey the uncertainty in the visualization itself. In terms of climate change, sometimes you
can show multiple graphics of different models to show that
we don’t know for certain what will happen in the future.
There are ways to visually point out uncertainty and peel
back the layers to show that there is not just one value and
convey that there is a range and some uncertainty.
Rodenbeck: This is an important question that cuts to
the heart of what we’re all trying to do. We put so much
pressure on visualizations to communicate clearly, accurately, and cleanly to all audiences. We don’t do that with
any other medium. The idea that you can go from expert
climate-change scientists to nonexperts is crazy. We put
so much pressure on each visualization to make all facets
of it understandable to everyone, immediately, without
context. To disregard the context is to do everyone a disservice. We’re going down the wrong road if we continue
to treat this as a problem of accuracy. It’s a problem of
context and culture and literacy. It’s not just about explaining what we know to the public. It’s a bigger issue.
Also to this point, an audience member referred to a talk
by Amanda Cox at OpenVis Conf 2017 about visualizing
uncertainty.
Q for all speakers: Referring to Joyce Ma’s “magic number of 43 seconds,” what is the entry process into visualizations in each of your contexts?
Iwasa: My visualizations have multiple audiences; the
main one is researchers. The animations are designed
for them to tell their stories clearly. At first, scientists were
very critical of visualizations and dismissed them as eye
candy. When they’re engaging with a presentation, scientists usually look at the raw data and don’t think about it
being presented in an engaging way. It has taken a while
for scientists to want that, but they're now more accepted.
Popovich: In museums people make voluntary choices to
come here and spend time at different exhibits. Our online
readers might not be Times readers or concerned about
the topic, but they might click on a link to an article from
social media. We want to give them something engaging
right away before they move onto the next link. It’s challenging to make it understandable on the first view without oversimplifying. But if you get it right, you get readers

more immediately engaged than usual.
Rodenbeck: An answer might be on the floor of the
Exploratorium already. There are several exhibits that
are immediately understandable and that provide a lived,
visceral, intuitive experience with the phenomenon (e.g.,
the bicycle wheel spinning on a rope and an exhibit where
visitors can change the color of the world around them).
Q: Can the panelists give participants a frame for ethical
and professional boundaries for curation of data and the
relationship to storytelling to think about throughout the
conference?
Ma: I always go back to the village. A lot of this is negotiated within the interdisciplinary team. We had to make
very hard choices in the Living Liquid project between
making something scientifically accurate versus understandable. For example, visitors kept talking about temperature. For the Darwin Project, scientists were adamant
that temperature was a red herring—it’s about light, not
temperature. We put temperature into the first iteration
because it was important to have something that visitors
could understand, but we took it out in the final iteration
because it was too complex. Now when I listen to visitors,
they’re talking about temperature. How do you deal with
that? It’s a negotiation that should be had with all members of the team to decide where the line is and what
you’re willing to compromise on.
Popovich: I worked closely with the team at the Climate
Impact Lab to make sure they were comfortable with what
we were showing and the language we used, especially
because we were using the data for a different purpose
than the scientists collected them for. I wanted to make
sure it was scientifically unimpeachable but understandable and accessible. I took some editorial license—it’s
maybe not what a scientist would have presented but
that’s part of my job as a journalist. It’s a negotiation
between the people who know the data far better than
I do and me with a different audience and different goal
than the researchers might have.

Working Session: Exploring Intention
For the working session, participants self-sorted into one
of four groups, each representing a different purpose of
data visualizations: to explain, to explore, to promote data
literacy, and other.
In these groups each participant completed a worksheet
that asked for a brief description of a visualization they had
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created or studied, what worked, what was hard, and what
resources would have been helpful. They then discussed
their individual responses within their small groups.

that incorporate best practices; technologies for simultaneously presenting multiple types of data such as
tables, maps, and graphs)

The Exploratorium VISUALISE team analyzed the
worksheets, focusing specifically on the resources or
information that would have been helpful in designing
visualizations for the public. That analysis revealed some
cross-cutting themes across the groups. Some commonly
identified needs or resources included:

● 	research on human perception and behavior related to

● 	cross-disciplinary collaborations to improve all steps

in the process of creating a visualization (data curation
and analysis, technical design, content, presentation,
testing)

● 	opportunities to learn from others doing similar work
●

visualizations, such as understanding how people interpret, understand, and experience various features of
visualizations (distribution curves, linear vs. algorithmic
time scales, color, etc.)

● 	strategies for personalization, storytelling, and helping

the public find relevance

● 	designs that provide equitable access to the visualiza-

tion for diverse audiences, and support various
learners

●

time and resources for more user testing and iteration

● 	tools that make visualizations easy to create and use

(e.g., programs to translate raw data into visualizations
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training for facilitators

Research to
Practice
Speakers in this session discussed relevant research on
decoding, perception, and data literacy that can influence
visualization design.

Decoding and Encoding Visualizations:
Marks, Channels, and Color
Tamara Munzner, University of British Columbia
Computer scientist Tamara Munzner gave an overview
of research on how people read (decode) and create
(encode) visualizations.
A summary of the effectiveness of channels for encoding data. The effectiveness
Using bar charts and scatterplots as examples, Munzner
depends on its type: the channels that perceptually convey magnitude information
said it is useful to think in terms of marks and channels. A are a good match for ordered data, and those that convey identity information with
mark is a geometric primitive—for example, a point in zero categorical data. Credit: Tamara Munzner
dimensions, a line in one dimension, areas in two dimen● 	The human perceptual system. The human percepsions, and volumes in three dimensions—that can stand
tual system has many characteristics, some of which
for some item of data. Channels control the visual appearare convenient and some of which are “deeply inconveance of a mark to communicate information about the
nient” according to Munzner. Data visualization experts
data: manipulating its spatial position, color, shape, and
must deal with the realities that “the human eye is not a
amount of tilt; or size-coding by length, area, or volume.
camera and the human brain is not a hard disc.”
Munzner explained that a considerable amount of experimental design research has been conducted to underThere also has been considerable research to characterstand which channels and marks are most intuitive and
ize the channels that visually encode data through shape,
effective (Ware, 2012; Munzner, 2014), and she presented
spatial region, color, hue, or motion. Some channels
a few considerations about using them to represent data.
are intrinsically perceived as conveying magnitude, or
ordered attributes: How much bigger is this channel than
● 	Characteristics of the data. What some people
that one? How much curvier? Other types of channels
call variables, fields, or records, Munzner refers to
convey identity or categorical attributes: this region or that
as “attributes.” These attributes matter: are the data
categorical, or is there an implicit ordering, especially a region, this color or that color? What is the motion, what is
quantitative ordering? Is the ordering direction min-to- the shape?
max sequentially, or is there a zero point and you go up
For Munzner, an important but commonly overlooked
or down from that, or is it cyclical?
principle is to match the data to the expression of that
data. Another issue is that all channels are not created
● 	Task. What is the person trying to do with the visualization? What a person is trying to understand from the equally. Some are easier to perceive accurately than
others. Human perception of these channels is still an
data matters as much as the data itself.
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area of active study, but the literature does give a sense
of their relative distinguishability (Ware, 2012). She also
mentioned the need to match the available levels in the
channel with the levels of data that are being presented
(e.g., a channel that only has three levels cannot usefully
convey data that has more levels). All of these factors are
important in determining which channels to pick.

around one part of the spectrum might encompass three
colors but drawing the same sized box around a different
part of the spectrum might only capture several shades of
the same color.

With ordered color, designers are often tempted to use
rainbows, but Munzner’s view is that the rainbow is a
“poor default” for many reasons. First, rainbows are not
intrinsically perceptually ordered. Different people would
probably order individual paint chips with the colors of the
rainbow differently, but they would probably order shades
of gray, white and black in the same way. Rainbows also
are perceptually nonlinear—for example drawing a box

Visualizations are ambiguous figures.” It is critical to learn
how to see the right view, and to understand and learn
how to change the knobs in our brains.

Using a simulation of fluid flow as an example, Munzner
pointed out that the rainbow does offer the ability to see
and name things in small structures. She also offered a
Acknowledging the many other design choices to confew alternatives to the rainbow. For example, to emphasider, Munzner focused the remainder of her remarks on
size large-scale structure, it can be effective to use fewer
color. She said, “When decomposing color, the first rule
hues, which translate to fewer nameable regions. Known
is: don’t talk about color. It’s confusing if [color is] treated
structures (e.g., the state of Florida in Munzner’s examas monolithic.” Instead, color should be decomposed into ple) can be visualized using careful segmentation and
three channels: luminance (how bright), saturation (how
visible demarcation. If the desire is for both nameability
colorful), and hue (the color's tint).
and order, Munzner recommends using multiple hues
for nameability, and monotonically increasing luminance
Because luminance and saturation can show magnitude,
to convey order. She cited the Viridis and Magma color
they can be used with ordered attributes. Hue is approprimaps as two examples of tools that maximize nameability
ate for categorical attributes because humans can perand have increasing luminance order.
ceive subtle differences in hue without having an implicit
ordering. Although these channels are a good guide to
Data Visualizations as
thinking about color use in visualizations, Munzner said in
Ambiguous Figures
practice their use is not well supported by current, commonly available design tools. Many tools, for example,
Steve Franconeri, Northwestern University
show hue and saturation but not true luminance.
Steve Fanconeri began with a slide of an image that could
In terms of using color as a channel, designers always
either be a duck or rabbit and gave participants the folwant to know how many discriminable bins they can
lowing “test”: “Whatever you see, duck or rabbit, change
use. As Munzner said, “Spoiler alert: Not as many as you
to the other one. How did you do that? There must be
want.” Thinking about categorical color, there are a limited switches and knobs and sliders that we move around in
number of discriminable bins in the human visual system. our brains that push us toward the other interpretation.”
Human perception is built on relative comparisons. We
can tell the difference between subtle shades of the same Perceptual psychologists use perfectly titrated images
color if they are right next to each other, but less so if they like the duck and rabbit to explore those switches and
knobs because this ambiguity rarely happens in the
are separated from each other. The more colors that are
real world.
added to a visualization, the less distinct they become
from one another. In Munzner’s experience, designers
Real-world objects are almost always recognizable as one
are tempted to color code more bins than the human
thing or another. But in visualization, Franconceri said,
brain can easily process. Her rule of thumb is that in many “the hopping back and forth between possibilities is concases it is safe to use 6–12 colors, including the backstant. Your brain is always looking for different patterns
ground color, default color, and highlight color.
and different interpretations and comparisons of the data.
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Using the famous face/vase image (Rubin’s vase) as an
example, Franconeri used the audio mixing board as a
metaphor for how the human brain changes what it sees.
Turning up or down the gain (the input level on a mixing
board) allows people to see different aspects of an image.

Franconeri showed how a series of scrolls presented a
progression of views of the data as the authors explained
the data patterns in the text and with annotations on the
visualization itself. For him, this article is a powerful example of coordinating the discussion of a complex argument
with the perceptual configurations of knobs and switches
that best go with that visualization. Franconeri emphasized that data visualization experts need to explicitly
show what they see. He encouraged developers to coordinate language and vision, and follow the annotation and
painting strategies that data journalists and others use.
The rabbit–duck illusion is an ambiguous image in which a rabbit or a duck can be
seen. The earliest known version is an unattributed drawing from a 1892 issue of
Fliegende Blätter, a German humor magazine.

Make-A-Vis and Tavola
Andreas Bueckle, PhD Candidate, Indiana University,
Bloomington

In terms of Rubin’s vase, turning up the gain on the darker
region of space brings the face into focus, and turning
down the gain reveals the face. Franconeri said that the
process of constantly moving the gain knobs in your visual
system can be so powerful that it literally changes what
you see. He illustrated this point with a widely used video
of white-shirted and black-shirted basketball teams,
where the viewer is instructed to count passes from the
white-shirted team. The brain turns up the gain on the
white so that most viewers fail to notice when a person in
a black gorilla suit walks into the middle of the game. If the
gain knob were not turned up so high on the white shirts,
the gorilla would have been immediately obvious.

Andreas Bueckle grounded his presentation in a study
about investigating data visualization literacy. The study
involved 273 subjects in 3 U.S. science museums. Subjects were shown 5 of 20 visualizations and asked 5
questions about the visualizations. A key finding was that
people are far less familiar with network layouts than they
are with maps, charts, and graphs. They had difficulty
naming network visualizations and did not seem to have
a conceptualization of network visualizations (Börner,
Maltese, Balliet & Heimlich, 2016).

For him, data journalists are an inspiration. They know
that they cannot just show raw data and expect people to
see what they see, so they add annotation and highlights
that let the reader understand from the author’s point of
view what they “should” be seeing. Using a story about
unemployment in The New York Times as an example,

Bueckle showed two implementations of the Data
Visualization Literacy Framework, both of which were
deployed in informal learning environments. The first was
a video of the Run exhibit based on the Science Museum
of Minnesota’s Sportsology exhibit. This was tested at
Makevention Maker Fair in Bloomington, Indiana.

Many frameworks and taxonomies have been proposed
to help organize and manage what Bueckle called the
“sprawling zoo” of visualizations. These frameworks also
provide guidance for designing and reading visualizations
Speaking about a phenomenon called “the curse of
and they facilitate teaching. Bueckle discussed one such
knowledge,” Franconeri explained that one person can
framework, The Data Visualization Literacy Framework
see different views of the same data at different times,
Process Model, which was developed at the lab where he
and two people can see different views of the same data
at the same time (e.g., the rabbit and the duck). The curse is studying. It is a cyclic process model about the design
of data visualization that starts and ends with stakeholdof knowledge posits that people—particularly experts—
ers. It involves identifying the needs of stakeholders, then
who can see something one way assume that everyone
can see it that way. Franconeri’s team tested the curse of acquiring, analyzing, and visualizing data about those
needs. Researchers then choose a visualization type, pick
knowledge in the lab and found that people have vastly
a reference system, produce a data overlay, deploy the
different views of what is salient in a given set of data
(Xiong, van Weelden & Franconeri, 2019). So the question visualization, interpret it for users or have users interpret it
becomes, how do you get people to see what you see, or themselves, and go back to stakeholders for feedback and
refinements (Börner, Bueckle & Ginda, 2019).
what you want them to see?
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Participants enter some information about themselves
(age, height, etc.), run across a runway, and see their data
on an interactive display (this exhibit is later discussed in
Bryan Kennedy’s presentation). The Run software was
used with Make-A-Vis—a cloud-based, web-deployed
visualization platform where users can upload data and
visualize it with five different visualization types.
To contextualize the second project, Bueckle brought with
him a miniature electric, motorized sculpture called The
Moth. The Moth is a child of Amatria, a sentient sculpture that hangs from the ceiling of Luddy Hall at Indiana
University. Amatria is enriched with infrared sensors that
move when they detect the proximity of foreign objects,
such as humans. Bueckle and his colleagues wondered
how to use data visualization to enhance visitors’ understanding while adding to the artful piece of mystery that is
the sculpture. To develop a visualization that enables visitors to understand the architecture of Amatria in a short
amount of time, Bueckle and his colleagues developed a
3-D visualization called Tavola.
Bueckle described some aspects of developing Tavola,
which involved pairing graphic variable types and graphic
symbol types to get various meanings (see the Atlas
of Knowledge for further information) (Börner, 2015).
Referring to Tamara Munzner’s presentation, he said color
was an important choice in the design, and the research
team had a trained user experience designer develop the
color scheme. Tavola is deployed at a kiosk right under
Amatria. Consistent with the Data Visualization Literacy
Framework Process Model, the development team is
collecting user data to determine how to satisfy the insight
needs of people who visit both the sculpture and the visualization of it.

Q&A
Q for Franconeri: Can you provide additional references
about the “curse of knowledge”?

Tamara Munzner answers questions with speakers Andreas Bueckle and Steve
Franconeri during the Research to Practice panel discussion.

tradeoff between that flexibility and guiding the user to
see what you want them to see.
Franconeri: It’s a double-edged sword. Annotating is
useful when you want people to see the 5-second view,
but that means constraining the viewer, and maybe even
forcing the duck and having people inhibit the rabbit once
they see the duck. That constraint can be problematic in
an analytic, brainstorming meeting about the data or the
visualization.
Q: There doesn’t seem to be as much research about how
people understand visualizations in the museum setting.
How much does the setting matter in terms of people
perceptually understanding visualizations?
Franconeri: There isn’t as much work on the low-level
perceptual issues in museums, it’s more from the spatial
cognition and education worlds. Context could matter
because different routines and knowledge get triggered in
different environments. Also, the data literacy of museum
visitors could be higher than the general population.

Munzner: Ute Hinrichs has done visualization work in
museums, but not low-level perception studies. Her work
is published in the visualization literature. There is a soberFranconeri: They are included in the paper cited in my
ing paper in the visualization literature about the “white
slide deck.
room.” Researchers got inverse experimental results
Barbara Tversky: Social psychologist Lee Ross has
when they did the experiment in a white room versus in a
written extensively about this phenomenon, which he calls crowded hallway with people walking by. They flipped the
naïve realism (see Ross & Ward, 1996).
experimental effect simply by conducting the experiment
in a crowded hallway, which seems similar to museums.
Q: Related to the curse of knowledge, can ambiguity
There is a tiny bit of work showing that people don’t gensometimes be a virtue? It allows for multiple interpretaeralize anything from the control context.
tions and offers a certain type of flexibility. There is a
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Q for Munzner: Is the “binning” you described inevitable
or do people interpret some things in a more continuous
range?
Munzner: It depends, but in general the interpretation
of two things that are next to each other is super fine
grained. As soon as you start scattering things, it will be
much more coarse grained and binned. For color, if two
things are next to each other, people can tell thousands of
shades apart. If they are separated, it’s maybe ten bins.
Q for all speakers: What are some surprising things
you’ve encountered that data visualization professionals
could be on the lookout for to prevent misinterpretations?

Q for all speakers: What are the most common mistakes
you see? You think, “If only they changed this and that . . .”
Munzner: If only . . . adequate luminance contrast. We
need this to read text because we have a visual perception
system that relies on luminance contrast. You can’t rely on
view contrast.
Franconeri: Never use a legend. And, don’t put bullet
points in the same cognitive load where you have to
remember the relevant info and move back to visualization and figure it out. I love the technique of directly annotating, putting the text next to the picture.

Q for all speakers: Where do sociocultural and even
Bueckle: Do more prototyping. We dove straight into
artistic contributions fit into the design of visualization,
development. I showed the visualization to my colleagues which sounded today more like a search for the “true form
and they didn’t think about it the way I thought they would. of communication”?
(They thought the visualization was a tool for interacting
Munzner: The feedback loops about visualization for a
with Amatria, instead of a visualization to show the archiparticular audience when you are doing problem-driven
tecture of the sculpture.) Take prototyping and particivisualization are very much about the cultural context of
patory design very seriously to know what needs you are
the country you grew up in and the expertise you bring.
trying to satisfy.
The sociocultural expertise context is something the visuFranconeri: Context, the preattentive sweep, that first
alization community tries to understand. We don’t always
holistic pass, can have a big effect on the types of experuse visualizations to communicate. Sometimes they're
tise that get triggered when looking at a visualization. We designed to explore. Today we heard explore, explain,
did some follow up research on a connected scatterplot
enchant. Make sure you’re designing for a context of use,
that The New York Times had used. We told subjects it
so sociocultural influences can be part of that.
was a scatterplot where the dots are connected in time by
Franconeri: In terms of the sociocultural versus basic
lines. When people look at a scatterplot, they talk about
perceptual nature of the sliders and knobs: both ends are
relationships between different quadrants. But with a
important. I can’t work on both so I start at that low level
connected scatterplot, nobody mentioned correlation.
to figure out how the visual system picks out tiny and then
That superficial aspect of the display (connecting the
more global trends, then I try to work up toward reasoning
points with lines) didn’t light up a particular type of experand language and how people are trained and different
tise when they saw it. I didn’t predict this; the effect was
sociocultural practices.
strong.
Munzner: I did a paper on the methodology of how to do
this work. It talks about how to make sure that you have
feedback loops to check in with collaborators and the
audience at many points along the way: at the abstraction
level, at the level of how to encode it, and at the level of
how to build it algorithmically. Build a systematic process where you are guaranteed to check in with people
often. A lot of times, you make an upstream choice that
has downstream effects, so the earlier you can check
back and make sure that you’re designing it as you actually intended, the more downstream effort you can save
yourself.

Working Session: Applying Research
to Practice
The working session on applying research to practice
involved small-group discussions of data visualization
examples shared by eight VISUALISE participants. To
spark discussion about how to apply research-based
design feature in the context of museums, these volunteers demonstrated their visualizations and shared some
of their successes and challenges: Leigh Peake, Aaron
Geller, Heather Segale, Lindsey Rustad, Hilary Peddicord,
Blair Lyons, Susan Schwartzenberg, and Eric Socolofsky.
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VISUALISE participants introduce
themselves and share their work
during lightning introductions
and an informal salon.
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Introductions and VISUALISE Salon
At the end of Day 1, VISUALISE attendees participated in a lightning round of introductions, where each
attendee introduced themselves, shared an image of their work, and stated their goal for attending the conference. The session ended with an informal session where some participants brought prototypes, books, and
posters of their work to share and discuss.
RJ Andrews, Info We Trust
Zan Armstrong, Google Accelerated
Science

Emily Law, NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory

Eric Rodenbeck, Stamen Design

Melissa Lunden, Aclima, Inc.

Becky Rother, Zooniverse – Adler
Planetarium

Lydia Beall, Museum of Science,
Boston

Blair Lyons, Allen Institute for
Cell Science

Lindsey Rustad, USDA Forest
Service

Cameron Beccario, Self-Employed

Diana Marques, Diana MarquesVisual Science Communication

Heather Segale, UC Davis Tahoe
Environmental Research Center

David McConville, Spherical

Robert Simmon, Planet

Anna McGaraghan, UC Santa Cruz

Doug Thistlewolf, Exploratorium

Jackie Faherty, American Museum
of Natural History

Becky Menlove, Natural History
Museum of Utah

Barbara Tversky, Columbia
University

Aaron Geller, Adler Planetarium/
Northwestern University

Mary Miller, Exploratorium

Ryan Wyatt, California Academy
of Sciences

Andreas Bueckle, Indiana University
Tisha Carper Long, Independent
Exhibit Developer

Michael Haley Goldman,
US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Marti Hearst, UC Berkeley
Robert Hurt, Caltech/IPAC
Bernard Kerr, Adobe
Randy Kochevar, Oceans of Data
Institute, EDC
Ari Krakowski, Lawrence Hall
of Science

John Muyskens, The Washington
Post
Katherina Nguyen, thinkererlabs
Leigh Peake, Gulf of Maine
Research Institute
Hilary Peddicord, NOAA Science
On a Sphere
Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta,
University of Arizona
E. Patrick Rashleigh, Brown
University Library
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Ka Chun Yu, Denver Museum
of Nature & Science

Storytelling with Data
Speakers in Day 2’s first session explored the complicated internal structure or tension is another element of the
relationships between storytelling and data visualization.
story of desire. McCloud described It’s a Wonderful Life
as being a story about change in desire, and summarized
A Visual Artist’s Perception of
that story in three lines from the movie: “I’m going to see
the world,” “I wish I’d never been born,” and “I want to live
Storytelling
again.”
Scott McCloud, author of Understanding Comics
Discussing how stories work, Scott McCloud shared his
theory that stories are fundamentally about desire. The
character’s desire determines the structure of the story.
He observed that is it rare to see a story that spans all the
way from a character’s birth to their death. Instead, the
shape of the story is determined by the obstacles encountered during the story. McCloud emphasized that desire
is not an element contained within the character rather
the desire and story are synonymous, and it is expressed
through the character. In his view, “Every want should get
a character.”
Using his “visual lecture” approach, McCloud quickly
summarized the first Lord of the Rings movie from the
perspective of desire. He also noted that the music
echoes the arc of the story. When the group of characters sets out from the community of elves, they hike
higher up a mountain. The music goes through interesting
changes—the elf theme is still playing but the tone starts
to get more serious. After a while, the melody transforms.
Then it goes longer and heavier. Then it transforms from
the elf theme to the fellowship theme. As McCloud said,
“When you watch the movie you get an overwhelming
sensation at that point that now the story begins.” At which
point, he added, “the movie has been going for an hour
and a half, but now, everybody wants something.”
Story engineers understand the importance of desire. For
example, Disney movies always have a song telling the
audience what the character wants. But, as McCloud said,
“Where it gets interesting is when the character doesn’t
entirely know—they have a decision to make about what
they want when they get to the fork in the road.” Thus,
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Scott McCloud captures changes in the main character’s desire in It’s a Wonderful
Life. Credit: Scott McCloud

Interesting and unconventional desires make for interesting and unconventional stories. The intensity of desire
also matters. Moby Dick, for example, takes desire to the
edge of reason and beyond. Sometimes desire operates in repressed ways, such as in Fight Club or The Last
Emperor. Or, the world has desires for you and you choose
not to conform to them—for example, Dustin Hoffman’s
character in The Graduate seems ambivalent but just
doesn’t yet know what he wants.
In closing, McCloud narrated a comic that was drawn by
a 17-year-old Norwegian girl. The comic tells the story
of young girl named Itta’s desire to draw, how that desire
flagged, and how a squirrel helped her recapture her
desire and her confidence by getting her to see that there
are no borders.

Analysis of Storytelling and Depiction

● 	description: the state of affairs in time or space

Barbara Tversky, Columbia University

● 	explanation: adds causality; adding a beginning, middle,

Barbara Tversky opened with the idea that “great stories
are timeless.” She described some of the ideas that have
been visualized since ancient times all over the world:

● 	story: adds a voice; and may also add agency, emotion,

●

maps (space)

●

stories (time)

●

explanations (time)

●

number

Close up of the horse study at Chavet cave. Credit: Thomas T

She presented an analysis of the kinds of discourse that
appear across domains including essays, instructions,
novels, film, comics, and more. These discourse types
include:

and end, or an outcome

and suspense; and may include description and
explanation

● 	conversation: brief, interactive interchange that may

contain any of the above

Elaborating on stories, Tversky said that they have a
narrative voice, a perspective. There is typically emotion—including desire, as Scott McCloud described—and
suspense. Stories can override data. In some ways they
are the antithesis of data. In the psychology literature,
Tversky said there is the Volvo effect: you thoroughly
research what car you should buy, and find that Volvo
has the best accident and repair statistics. But then “your
uncle had a lemon and you won’t touch a Volvo.” Importantly for Tversky, stories add agency: a human mind or
human-like mind that can control events or try to control
events. Agency can lead to personification and anthropomorphism, which could be a problem in science stories—for example, when we talk about chemical bonding
or attraction.
Tversky shifted to the concept of thought, which she said
is linear. It is not necessarily logical, but it is linear in the
sense that one thought leads to another—in the same
way that we walk from place to place, our minds go from
thought to thought. Thought is also discrete. Tversky said
that our thoughts about space, time, number, actions,
explanations, and stories are broken into parts. The parts
have natural breaks. They form hierarchies called partonomies—we can divide the body into parts, and those
parts have subparts (Tversky, 1989). Joints are important
because they connect the parts.
Because thought is discrete and linear, explanations and
stories are discrete and step by step.
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Tversky turned to an analysis of the elements of visual
narratives: iconic (elements that resemble what they
represent, such as a body or face or a picnic table on
a road sign), figurative (elements that bear a figurative
relation to what they represent, such as the White House
or scales of justice), schematic (such as dots and lines), or
symbolic (such as words and symbols). She elaborated on
schematic marks that have been shown by research to be
meaningful to people (calling this work “empirical semantics”). For example:
● 	point = a place or idea
● 	line = path, relation connecting the ideas
● 	arrow = an asymmetric relationship
● 	containers of different forms = areas or sets

cal bonding, the other, the usual verbal explanations. They
were retested. Both groups improved simply from making
an explanation, but the group creating visual explanations
improved far more.
Tversky believes the visual explanations were superior
because they provide a check for coherence and completeness as well as a platform for inference.
Diagrams, maps, and other graphics are designed to be
clear. However, there are situations where messy graphics, such as architects’ sketches have advantages over
clear ones. Architects—particularly more experienced
architects—make discoveries in their own sketches. Artists
also explore and make discoveries as they draw, and the
drawing is a tool for discovery.
As Tversky said, “Sketching is a wordless conversation
between the eye, the hand, and the page.” An early example was Leonardo DaVinci, who used drawings to think.
All his discoveries were made through drawings, and he
invented entirely new ways of drawing.

Some key findings from empirical semantics research
are that people interpret bar graphs (boxes) as discrete
comparisons and lines as trends. Tversky said that information graphics are for inferences, and people will make
different inferences depending on how the information is
She continued to analyze the devices used to create
displayed. She showed two diagrams of the same informeaning in visual narratives, notably, comics, but also
mation, the locations of four people at four times of day.
explanations:
When the locations over the day were connected by lines,
people made temporal inferences. When the people were ● break up time and space
dots in a time by place matrix, people made inferences not
● 	show time, space, action, causality, and emotion in the
just about time, but about friendship and habits. So, you
frames and between them
should choose your infographic according to the kinds of
inferences you want to highlight. She encouraged further ● 	connect segments and provide continuity by carrying
research on spontaneous inferences from infographics.
something from one frame to the next (what she calls
“visual anaphora”)
In a related experiment, she showed participants a diagram of a mechanical system, such as a car brake, either For Tversky, the “secret ingredient” in visual narratives is
with or without arrows. “With arrows we got causal interfigures of depiction. These include puns, irony, metaphor,
pretations. People told us the step-by-step sequence of
alliteration, rhyme, polysemy, self-reference, and a meta
what happens. Without arrows we got structural descrip- perspective
tions—they told us where the parts are.” Conversely, when
Many visual devices are common in comics and cartoons
the researchers gave a structural description and asked
but not in data visualizations. She illustrated these devices
subjects to diagram it, the diagrams consisted of labeled
suggesting that data visualization designers might conparts. But when the researchers described a process,
sider incorporating some.
subjects drew arrows depicting the sequence of action
without labeling the parts. So, concluded Tversky, “Arrows ● 	superimposing time on space (such as temporal migrachange meaning.”
tions on a map)
Visualizations are powerful learning and teaching devices.
Tversky related a study in which middle school students
were taught chemical bonding in a lesson that was rich
with visual representations. They were tested and divided
into two groups: one created visual explanations of chemi26

● 	perspective changes, such as zooming in and out, or

double perspective

● 	onomatopoeia, rhythm (such as tilting the frame to

show things are moving fast)

●

breaking frame, spatial punning on time

● 	meta (e.g., a character drawing its own story in a chil-

dren’s book)

Tversky concluded with the idea that almost everything
in the world is designed. Bookshelves and supermarket
shelves are organized the ways our minds are organized
into categories, hierarchies, orders. Buildings and place
settings reflect repetition, symmetry, embedding, 1:1
correspondences. “The world is not just designed, it is a
diagram.” Crosswalks and lanes and lights tell us where
we can go, where bikes and busses can go, and when.
For Tversky, the intelligence that design puts into the
world allows people to make sense of it. As she put it,
spaces are created by actions; the designs are abstractions that create patterns that are good gestalts and
catch the eye. The actions are turned into gestures that
act on thought and the patterns to graphics to inform and
explain, a process she terms “spraction,” a contraction of
space, action, and abstraction (Tversky, 2019, 2015).

that was solely focused on creating visualizations. The
REU included students from all over the United States in a
wide range of disciplines, including engineering, computer
science, liberal arts students, athletics, and agriculture.
A second BPViz workshop held at Purdue in 2016
resulted in Byrd being recruited to Purdue to create an
undergraduate major in data visualization. In this capacity, she addresses the issue of capacity building. At the
same time, there was a panel at IEEE VIS 2016 on the
death of scientific visualization. A question at the end of
the panel about diversity in data visualization opened an
entirely new line of different types of questions and interests. It led to a panel the following year that addressed
diversity in data visualization, and in 2019 some of those
panelists published a book of lectures called Diversity in
Visualization (Metoyer & Gaither, 2019).

Byrd concluded by sharing how this body of work is
gaining momentum. The undergraduate data visualization major at Purdue is growing, and the idea of building
capacity and broadening participation is gaining traction
Making a Case for Broadening
more broadly. Indeed, the theme of the 2019 Gordon
Participation in Visualization
Research Conference on Visualization in Science and
Education is educating skillful visualizers. Byrd expressed
Vetria Byrd, Purdue University
optimism about these trends and concluded with the senVetria Byrd’s presentation focused on broadening the field timent that “We must empower all persons to be effective
storytellers and not just data generators and consumers.”
of data visualization and thinking about who is creating
them. She considers herself an “agent for insight” with a
The Power of Now: Real-Time
mission to encourage and empower others to consider
Visualizations
data visualization as a path for telling different types of
stories. Her view is that “we all are the creators and storyFernanda Viégas, Big Picture Group, Google
tellers. . . . Every person who generates and consumes
data is telling a story. We come from diverse backgrounds, Fernanda Viégas began with a “small provocation,” by
different cultures, and we bring those perspectives to the making some “very overreaching claims:”
work we’re doing.” With the demand for data visualization
● most visualizations show us the past
outpacing the supply of people who can create them,
there are opportunities to engage everyone who is inter● data sets tend to be static
ested in being a part of the data visualization process.
"Static data sets can be rich," she said, but real-time data
Byrd presented a timeline for her own work to broaden
“changes the game.” She did not realize until she started
participation in data visualization, beginning with the
working with real-time data that it allows us to tell different
first NSF-funded BPViz workshop she held at Clemson
kinds of stories. Her experience also is that visualizations
in 2014. That workshop was for anyone at Clemson
with live data can more easily become mirrors and tools
interested in using visualizations to make sense of their
for users.
research data, so it included undergraduate and graduViégas described two projects she has helped create
ate students, artists, and administrators. It spurred Byrd
using real-time data. The first is the Digital Attack Map,
to think about the pipeline of people who could create
which she created at Google with the Jigsaw team.,
data visualizations, so she helped create an NSF-funded
research experience for undergraduates (REU) program which uses technology to address issues like censorship
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worldwide. One of these issues is denial of service (DDoS
attacks), which occur when hackers, and even entire
governments, flood servers with so many requests that
they fail. They turn technology into a weapon, for example,
by denying service during elections. The media wants to
tell this story but it is invisible, it changes all the time, and
as Viégas said, “it doesn’t have [just] one villain.” How to
tell that story? The goal of the Digital Attack Map was to
visualize cybercrimes such as DDoS attacks, in part to
help journalists write about the issue.

The Digital Attack Map. Credit: Fernanda Viégas, Google Big Ideas Group

More broadly, she identified some special considerations
in real-time visualizations:
1.	
Scale and changes matter. How does the visualization scale over time? Will the data volume be constant?
What happens if the data changes? The Digital Attack
Map has grown immensely since its inception. Even
showing only 2% of the attacks, Viégas said, “my visualization is overwhelmed.” How do we scale the time
axis: how many days, years, months, or decades?
2.	Galleries are important. Similar to a “you are here”
map in museums, galleries in real-time visualizations
are “you are here in time.” This is today, is today typical?
Galleries give quick access to historical data.
Fernanda Viégas

The Digital Attack Map illuminates patterns of how different countries are attacking each other in real-time. It visualizes the data in many ways: by origin, type of attack, day,
whether the attack is occurring within a country or across
international boundaries. It also includes galleries that
capture different moments in time and allow for a more
static viewing of different kinds of attacks in different
parts of the world. These galleries are important because
the visualization changes by the minute and the team
wanted a way to memorialize some of those changes.
Importantly, the map also includes a code that journalists
can embed into their stories about DDoS attacks to convey the issue to their readers. Journalists were the target
audience for the visualization, and Viégas said it gives
them a clear picture and the ability to tell the story.
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3.	Portability needs may be different. The Digital
Attack Map was designed to empower journalists.
A goal was to make it easy for people to take portions
of the visualization and put them in other places.
4.	What happens when data is unavailable? If things
go down, what happens to the visualization? Static
data sets will probably almost always be there, but live
stream relies on other servers. Design for failure:
How does the visualization fail gracefully?
The second project Viégas described was Wind Map,
which she and a collaborator Martin Wattenberg developed in their off hours because they were curious about
what wind looks like. Wind has been visualized for hundreds of years and is typically depicted with vectors
that show speed and direction. Viégas and Wattenberg
wanted to visualize wind more dynamically, and to make
the visualization available on the Web for everyone to see.

They created a real-time Wind Map across the United
States. They did not aggregate and average data nearly
as much as maps of vector fields. Instead, Viégas said, the
map “lets your eyes resolve the picture.” Although Wind
Map has more detail, more texture, and more messiness,
she believes that it is more intuitive than vector fields. The
map allows users to zoom in and out, and it contains galleries, such as from large storms. Notably, it is in black and
white. As Viégas said, “We let go of color—one of our most
precious dimensions—because we were so enamored
with the shape of the wind.”

the day their babies were born or the day they got married. And because the code is available, the technique is
now being used all over the world, including in TV weather
reports. These uses speak to the power of creating visualizations that allow people to connect to data sets in an
easy, useful, relatable way.

Q&A
Q for all speakers: People have an association between
storytelling and fiction. How have you navigated that
balance of creating something with data and avoiding the
perception of it being fictional?
Viégas: We remind people that whatever data set you’re
dealing with is just one framing of reality. It is probably
not the entire story. It’s hard. People think a visualization
has to be true or perfect or a perfect framing of reality.
Designers have to be careful. You can add text, but that
doesn’t mean people will read disclaimers.
Tvkersy: Language is a group instrument, too. We interpret in real time, reinterpret, tell different pieces for different audiences. It’s everywhere, not just with visualization.
The data we don’t collect feeds into the biases we’re having. There is lots we’re not collecting. What we do collect,
we perceive. We’re missing a lot.

Wind Map. Credit: Fernanda Viégas and Martin Wattenberg

Wind Map has resonated widely. Viégas said people were
looking at the visualization during Hurricane Isaac and
writing in real-time about being in the path of the storm.
Farmers use the map to decide how to spray their crops,
scientists use it for bird and butterfly migrations, teachers
use it, as do commercial and military pilots. The use by
pilots was alarming because the map depicts only surface wind, from 0–12 meters, so they added the following
disclaimer to the website: “Please do not use the map or
its data to fly a plane, sail a boat, or fight wildfires :-).” They
received the following response: “We appreciate your
disclaimer that it’s inappropriate to use your map to fight
wildfires but please respect the power of this visualization
in promoting the prevention of wildfires.”
For Viégas, these testimonials show that real-time data
changes the game. She and her colleague put Wind Map
up as an art piece and people took ownership of it in many
ways. It has ended up in art museums all over the world,
and it is used as a memento: people ask for prints from

Q for all speakers: The word “story” is always conflated
with narrative discourse. How do you bring someone new
into the concept of storytelling?
Byrd: One way is to have people visualize their own data.
How would you tell your own story? Then they are vested
in how that data is represented. I ask students to think
about issues they feel strongly about and find what data
are available.

Vetria Byrd answers a question during the panel following the Storytelling with
Data session.
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Tversky: We asked students to remember what stories
they’d told, who they’d told them to, what they omitted,
what they exaggerated. This is the way stories are told.
What they told their roommates was very different from
what they told their parents. We naturally adapt what we
tell our audiences.

primary and secondary data sources. I try to create a
foundational platform because data visualization is about
the data. Garbage in, garbage out. I tell them to make sure
they’re staring out with quality data to feel confident in
visualizations they create.

Viégas: How do you relate to your audience? Calling that
out can be powerful. A New York Times graphic editor
once said they weren’t using scatterplots because their
readers were having trouble understanding them. A few
years later scatterplots started showing up on The New
York Times, but they were divided into quadrants with
each quadrant clearly labeled and interpreted. This way,
the audience can start to tell the stories they need to tell.

McCloud: It’s a crucial question now because we’ve
reached a crisis in insatiability. Three-year-olds ask why,
why, why? There used to be a fair number of sources
people would accept that would make them stop asking
if something was true. Now people keep questioning the
veracity because they aren’t accepting the truth—they
keep trying to get to the answer they want to hear.
Q for all speakers: Based on what you know, what one
thing would you recommend the Exploratorium do?

Tversky: I want to broaden this to be called information
Tversky: I want maps, local maps of how things relate.
visualization. If you look through the museum, it’s informaSome sections of the Exploratorium are about similar
tion not data.
topics, but I don’t know how they are related. If there were
Q for all speakers: The human brain expects a certain
a network map to tell me that if I go through these 6–7
pacing with stories. That can be tricky with real data.
things I will come away understanding X, Y, and Z about
Are there techniques to supplement the slow parts of
this topic. Kind of like a department or network map.
the story?
Viégas: I would love the museum to do some of the “you
Viégas: Slow moments for me are when I don’t see much are here” pieces. It’s so much better to bridge between
in the data, this is a mess, I’m still trying to make sense.
the world and where you are in the world. The more relatThe high moments are when there is a pattern: this is
able it is, the more useful it is. The New York Times map
what’s happening in the data, this is what it means. If you
about how people speak was the most shared piece ever.
can highlight or bridge those moments, it’s important.
McCloud: Making very small things very, very large. I can
I introduce people to how to decode the visualization,
never get enough of that. Expand that somewhat, because
sometimes slowly, then build to when you can see the
the technology is there to do it. Virtual reality is more than
patterns.
a novelty—create virtual reality escape rooms.
Byrd: Knowing your audience. They will dictate the story
Working Session: Storytelling with Data
and the pace.
McCloud: Where lies the restlessness? Back to the concept of “partonomy,” there is a hierarchy of how information is organized. A scatterplot might seem like a bunch of
body parts strewn about with no hierarchy or connection.
People have to feel like there is some kind of inherent
order and that they can group it all under one umbrella
and part of it under another. They can make sense of
things but they need an order.
Q for all speakers: What is your take on the source of
the data and whether potential biases or fallacies are
inherent?

The working session on storytelling with data began
with a plenary discussion led by Mary Miller of the
Exploratorium, in which participants shared their experiences and thoughts about the relationship between
storytelling and data.
Working individually, participants then filled out a worksheet that asked them to describe a visualization they
have worked on, identify the extent to which they started
with the data and found a story or vice versa, and list
some successes and challenges. They discussed their
responses in small groups.

The Exploratorium VISUALISE team analyzed the workByrd: In my class I introduce data visualization as a process. We start with what data is, where you acquire it, what sheets and created the following summary of commonly
identified challenges related to storytelling with data.
you would want to use for scholarly works. We talk about
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Participants discuss the challenges of storytelling with data in small groups.

Data-Related Challenges
● 	finding and acquiring the right data to tell the story (e.g.,

historical data)

● 	increasing interactivity and incorporating multiple

voices

● 	facilitating interpretation of the visualization (e.g., mak-

ing the problems, questions, and story clear; adding
enough visual cues; addressing challenges of scale;
accounting for the level of prior knowledge required)

● 	understanding the data, its provenance, and

authenticity

● 	integrating data from different sources into one

visualization

●

finding interesting patterns and stories in the data

Design-Related Issues

● 	preventing misinterpretation of the data

Institutional Capacity
● 	creating new infrastructures; it’s difficult for most

institutions to tackle alone, and institutions need collaborations to interpret data, design the visualization, and
iterate based on user feedback

● 	striking the right balance between the data and

the story: which one drives development of the
visualization?

● 	balancing accuracy with the need to tell a good story or

for journalistic license

●

production costs are high

●

measuring the effects on users

● 	personalizing or localizing the data while maintaining

the broader importance of the story
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The Affordances
of Place
This session offered a culmination of how the themes,
principles, and design choices discussed throughout the
VISUALISE conferences play out in the museum context,
with the specific affordances and constraints that museums offer.

sphere with four projectors. It is large enough for groups
to gather around, and it attracts people of all ages. As
McDougall said, “When it’s suspended in a dark room, it
feels like you’re an astronaut looking down at Earth from
space. It has a powerful impact the first time you see it.”

NOAA’s Science On a Sphere: Learning
from a Network of Users
Carrie McDougall, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Carrie McDougall briefly introduced the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to provide context for the visualization work she’d be discussing. NOAA
is a federal agency charged with understanding and predicting changes in weather, climate, oceans, and coasts;
sharing that information with others; and conserving and
managing coastal and marine ecosystems and resources.
The agency collects massive amounts of data from ships,
planes, buoys, radars, satellites, and all types of sensors in
the water and air and on land. The challenge is to turn this
data into something that both scientists and the public can
understand, make sense of, and use to make informed
decisions.

NOAA’s Science On a Sphere is used to explain complex Earth system science
phenomena in the David Himes Planet Theater at NOAA’s Earth System Research
Lab in Boulder, Colorado. Credit: Will von Dauster, NOAA

The SOS format works very well in museum environments, so in the early years NOAA worked with several
In the early 1990s one of NOAA’s preeminent scientists
who was working with these global data sets had the idea museums to install permanent SOS exhibitions. SOS is
now found in over 150 locations around the world, includto look at the data on an object that matches the global
ing museums, planetariums, schools, aquariums, and
nature of the data: a sphere. He diagrammed the idea
universities. Altogether, 60 million people come through
and conducted numerous experiments. With the help of
the doors of those institutions every year. Not everyone
a software engineer, an early prototype of this spherical
display, called Science On a Sphere (SOS), was developed experiences SOS, but they are potentially exposed to it.
in 2003.
There are now 500 data sets from NOAA, NASA, and
the many other organizations that support SOS. The data
Once McDougall saw ocean currents wrapping around
catalogue includes over 40 real-time data sets. New data
the tip of South Africa, she realized this spherical display
sets are continuously added and are freely available for
was a powerful tool for educators and public audiences.
The standard SOS exhibit is a 68" diameter carbon fiber
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Examples of different false-color palettes used on the same data set from NOAA’s Science On a Sphere.
Two versions of the Global Forecast System model product Forecasted Global Precipitation visualized
for scientists (left) and general audiences (right). Credit: NOAA

anyone to download and view. The data catalogue also
includes 80 narrated movies.
Although SOS is inherently engaging, it was initially developed for scientists. It was unclear how it would work in
educational settings and what changes might be needed
to make it more meaningful. Early in the history of SOS,
NOAA formed a users’ collaborative network for everyone
who uses SOS for public education. The highly collaborative network now includes 140 member institutions that
use the same technology, have a common interest in education, and are willing to share what they are learning. The
network meets face-to-face for 3 days every 18 months,
rotating among different host sites.
McDougall emphasized that the success of SOS would
not be possible without partnerships between NOAA and
informal science learning institutions. NOAA scientists are
charged with collecting and analyzing the data, making it
available, and visualizing it. Science centers, museums,
and aquariums have access to a public audience and
expertise in conveying data to them. They have established feedback loops to help NOAA improve the technology and content based on what audiences are struggling
with, what they understand, and what resonates.
Evaluation has been a strong emphasis since the beginning. NOAA supported the installation of SOS in 16 museums and conducted evaluations of some of those sites,
but now museums purchase the installation and conduct
their own evaluations, and can share them with NOAA.
A summative evaluation conducted in 2010 included 16
SOS sites that use the sphere in different ways to cover

different topics (Goldman, Kessler & Danter, 2010). Some
key findings and lessons learned from that evaluation
include:
● 	Eighty-two percent of visitors said that seeing the

sphere changed how they understood the information.
They cited the realism of the data and said SOS helped
them visualize specific events such as a tsunami, and to
understand aspects of time and scale.

● 	Humans learn from other humans. Eighty-seven

percent of visitors who had a facilitated experience
with SOS said that they learned something new. Time
spent with the exhibit also increases with a facilitator.
Interpreters can weave storytelling into explanations
with the visualization, add context, localize, and make
meaning. However, it is difficult to maintain facilitation
capacity.

● 	False-colored visualizations are difficult for audiences

to understand. Visualizations created by and for scientists are not always easily understood by the general
public. False-color palettes are not intuitive—the evaluation revealed a dramatic change in how quickly people
grasped what they are looking at when the colors were
simplified and the background map was more recognizable.

● 	We need to connect to values. Data visualizations and

explanations of scientific phenomena alone do not connect to general audiences’ values or have inherently
deep meaning. There is a need to develop the capacity
to tell meaningful stories with the data, to collaborate
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with artists to create content, and to generate interacvery differently than in a hallway with a bunch of people
tive programs that engage audiences and allow them to walking by, which Kennedy noted, is exactly where one of
put themselves in the data and tell their own stories.
their xMacroscope exhibits is installed.
What is next for SOS? A derivative product called SOS
Explorer has been developed. It translates everything
NOAA has learned about the value of the physical sphere
into a flat-screen version. They have created a desktop
program and are working on mobile versions. They also
are experimenting with a virtual reality interface.

Expanding Data Visualization Literacy in
the Museum
Bryan Kennedy, Science Museum of Minnesota
Bryan Kennedy described a multi-institutional collaborative project called xMacroscope. It is an exhibit development and research project about how science center
visitors understand data visualization. The partnership
involves museum professionals at the Science Museum
of Minnesota, Center of Science and Industry (COSI), and
the New York Hall of Science, and researchers at Indiana
University and University of California, Irvine.
Kennedy used a quote from his collaborator Katy Börner
at Indiana University to illustrate why we care about data
visualization literacy in the museum setting:
The invention of the printing press created a
mandate for universal textual literacy; the need
to manipulate many large numbers created a
need for mathematical literacy; and the ubiquity
and importance of photography, film, and digital
drawing tools posed a need for visual literacy.
Analogously, the increasing availability of large
data sets and the importance of understanding
them . . . pose a need for universal data viz literacy
(Börner, Bueckle & Ginda, 2019, p. 1857).

We also know that people’s familiarity with data visualization concepts is generally low. Many of the techniques
and grammar used in visualizations are unfamiliar. While
museum staff are immersed in the visualizations they
develop and display, visitors might be encountering them
for the first time. The first thing visitors need is to understand what they are seeing and how to interpret it so they
can engage with the content. This need for orientation is
important to keep in mind because research shows that
visitors spend, on average, 45 seconds at an exhibit. That
average is an important driver when designing visualizations that can be quickly grasped.
Kennedy identified some differences between museums
and formal educational settings to consider when creating a data visualization. The following characteristics can
affect how people interact with a visualization, and how
they make meaning from it.

Formal

Museum

Intimate

Social

In-Depth

Ephemeral

Didactic

Experiential

Visual

Tactile

Flat

Dimensional

Private

Public

Fixed

Transitory

The xMacroscope project attempts to understand and
address these affordances and constraints of place. With
the goal of building a software and exhibit platform that
He added that it’s easy to overlook that we need to make a can be used in different museums, the project has three
case for the importance of data visualization literacy. Data elements:
visualization is a tool for conveying a message about sci1.	
Technology development. The team is writing softence. It is only one tool in the arsenal of exhibit designers,
ware and developing databases and techniques that
but it is nonetheless an important one that is useful in the
make it easy for other museums to implement. Everymuseum space.
thing is open source.
Kennedy said we know a lot from research about how
2.	Exhibit development. The project involves thinking
people understand data visualization in formal education
about how to build visualizations that connect multiple
settings, but we don’t know as much about the learning
places in the museum to each other.
happening in the museum setting, which is a unique environment. Sometimes research findings in a lab turn out
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3.	Research. The project studies how science center visi- reported, and schematics, open source codes, and plans
tors use and understand data visualization techniques. will be available.
Knowing that data visualization would not be the primary
draw for visitors, the team is building a data visualization
around a popular exhibit called Run that currently has
nothing to do with data visualization. In the exhibit, visitors get to race different athletes who are projected on
a screen. According to Kennedy, the goal was to “hang
a visualization,” which visitors are not necessarily familiar with, “around an experience that we know they love
already” and conduct research about it.

The Run exhibit in the Sportsology exhibition at the Science Museum of Minnesota.
Credit: Science Museum of Minnesota

With Run, people enter some basic data about themselves, run the course, and then go to something called a
Make-a-Vis station. Visitors generated data through their
own body movement while running in the exhibit, which is
inherently personalized. However, a big challenge is how
they find themselves in the data: “How do I know that the
data point is me?” The team is experimenting with different methods of personalized identification such as bar
codes on a wristband that visitors scan at different places,
and avatars. They are trying not to detract from the inherent fun of this physical exhibit by making it as simple as
possible for visitors to find themselves in the visualization.
The team built a Make-a-Vis station prototype at COSI
with a simplified version of the Run exhibit (in a crowded
hallway). Because it is a design-based research project,
data visualization researchers are trying to improve the
visualization based on what works and what doesn’t work
for visitors. The research and evaluation activities will be

Place-Based Visualizations and
Information Design for and with
Communities
Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta, University of Arizona
Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta framed her work in the
broader context of disparities in exposure to environmental contamination in the United States. One in four
Americans lives within three miles of a hazardous waste
site, and that exposure is greater for lower-income people. These conditions can compound the more general
negative health outcomes associated with lower socioeconomic status. As Ramírez-Andreotta noted, “Your zip
code may be more important than your genetic code” in
determining health outcomes.
Community gardens are a common public health intervention and prevention tactic. But soils can be a sink for
pollutants and can diminish the public health power of
gardens. Ramírez-Andreotta’s research lab uses gardens
as hubs for public health intervention and environmental
health literacy efforts. The first project she described was
a community-based project near a legacy mining site and
smelter site. At an EPA community meeting, community
members asked questions such as: Are my soils safe? Is it
safe for me to consume the vegetables from my garden?
After this meeting Ramírez-Andreotta approached the
community and proposed that they could work together
to explore these questions. She got funding to launch
Gardenroots, a citizen science garden project.
Gardenroots focuses on the quality of residential soil
and water as well as homegrown produce and the environmental health risk assessment process to determine
possible risks associated with exposure to contaminants
of concern associated with the site. Federal and state regulatory agencies use a complex process to assess risk and
determine clean-up standards, and community members
are subject to this framework. A goal of the project was to
increase the understanding of the risk assessment process and build the capacity of the community members to
make their own informed choices about their risks based
on their own data. Ramírez-Andreotta used a co-creation
citizen science approach to accomplish this goal of
democratizing the research process via participation in
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environmental health monitoring and decision-making
(Ramírez-Andreotta, Brusseau, Artiola, Maier & Gandolfi,
2015).

A Citizen Science Garden Project

1

Cover of the 2016 Gardenroots results booklet, which contains customized
visualizations created with citizen science data. Credit: Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta
and Dorsey Kaufmann

The research translation process was a critical component of Gardenroots. Much of the discussion of research
results happened at community gathering and data sharing events, where participants came together to eat and
talk about their results. People were motivated to receive
their data and discuss it with their peers and experts
because they had been actively participating in the scientific method. Research about components of communicating back environmental health data to participants,
combined with Ramírez-Andreotta’s own experience, led
her team to the following “formula” for sharing data:
Description
What did you find? What did you look for?

●

How much?

Analysis/Comparison
●

Is that high?

●

Is that safe?

●

What should I focus on?

●

Where did the chemical come from?

What can/should I do?

In analyzing and presenting the data, she decided to have
participants choose for themselves which target risk they
wanted to use. She made individualized booklets for each
participant showing their data and their estimated risks,
facilitating them to choose how much food of different
types to eat from their gardens. She also presented a
graphical version of the formula that regulatory agencies
use to calculate an exposure so that participants could
plug in their own data. Participants could recalculate their
potential exposure and risk by changing variables to better suit their behavior and way of living.

Apache County

●

●

Ramírez-Andreotta created a data-sharing booklet
that followed this format to present the results. The
booklet included a guide for reading the results, which
Ramírez-Andreotta considered to be critical.

GARDENROOTS

Results
booklet

Recommendations

In addition to the above, Gardenroots 1.0 gave people
their own data and points of comparison, that is, the
maximum contaminant or soil screen levels allowed by
the EPA. Gardenroots 2.0 went a step further and added
additional and different types of visualizations and layouts
in the booklet by also displaying:
●

each participant’s data

●

the average of all

They used this approach, as Ramírez-Andreotta said,
because “Ultimately, people want to know if their value is
high and how it compares to others in the study.”
A second project, funded by NSF called Project Harvest,
focuses on the quality of rainwater that people collect.
Similar to Gardenroots, participants in three out of the
four participating communities near active or legacy mining sites wanted to know if the rainwater is safe to use on
crops they eat. Project Harvest involved randomly assigning participants to a traditional data visualization (similar to
the Gardenroots booklet) or one that incorporated a more
artistic interpretation. Research on these visualizations
is seeking to determine learning outcomes from each
visualization type.
To develop and refine the place-based visualization, the
team worked with and trained promotoras (majority Latina
community health workers) to conduct participant environmental monitoring trainings and administer learning
evaluation instruments. Formative evaluation with the
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promotoras was part of the data visualization development process. The research team asked how participants
use their harvested rainwater to determine which contaminant standards to present and designed the booklet
around that information. The design went through multiple iterations of testing with promotoras and revisions
by the research team and advisory boards. The resulting
visualization was a co-creation that puts participants’
individualized data in context. As with Gardenroots, the
booklet includes a guide to reading the results, along with
strategies for reducing exposure and getting more information. Ramírez-Andreotta thanked the project team and
the participants themselves for making the work possible.

hand out at the elevation where clouds form precipitation,
water flows down based on a real water-flow equation and
gathers in the low-lying areas.

Place-Based Learning at Lake Tahoe
Heather Segale, University of California, Davis
According to Heather Segale, “Lake Tahoe is a beautiful,
contained environment for investigation.” It’s also home to
place-based education programming to promote learning
that is rooted in that beautiful environment.
The UC Davis Lake Tahoe Environmental Research
Center has conducted continuous lake monitoring since
1968, and has an extensive, long-term record of changing
conditions in the lake and its surroundings. The Tahoe
Science Center is the extension of that research. It hosts
various education programs for more than 15,000 visitors
every year, in a very small space that Segale described
as being more like a visitor center. That very small space
contains several exhibits, but the one that has gotten the
most attention is the Augmented Reality Sandbox (AR
Sandbox).

The AR Sandbox at the Lake Tahoe Environmental Research Center
Tahoe Science Center. Credit: Courtesy of Heather Segale

According to Segale, “When kids and families approach
this exhibit, it’s instantly engaging. People immediately
start playing in it.” The exhibit has long dwell times—they
often have to drag kids away during field trips. But it’s also
educational, teaching geographic, geologic, and hydrologic concepts. The exhibit explores questions such as:
●

What is a watershed?

●

How does water flow?

The AR sandbox was a result of an NSF-funded project
● Where are lakes and reservoirs formed?
to support informal learning in museums and science
● What happens during flooding?
centers on freshwater lakes. The software was developed at UC Davis and the exhibit structure was designed ● 	How do you read a topographic map and contour
at the Exploratorium. Its first four locations were on the
intervals?
UC Davis Tahoe Science Center, the Echo Lake Aquarium
Because the project was funded by NSF, the software is
and Science Center in Burlington, Vermont, and the
open source and available from UC Davis. At last count,
Lawrence Hall of Science in California.
Segale knew of more than 720 AR Sandbox exhibits, on
Segale showed a video clip of visitors using the AR
every continent except Antarctica. New versions of the
Sandbox as she narrated how it works. Plain white sand
software are available that allow users to import a specific
is augmented in real time with an elevation color map,
watershed (e.g., San Francisco Bay Area), with instructopographic contour lines, and simulated water. A 3-D
tions on how to construct that watershed with sand.
Microsoft Kinect camera detects the physical height of
Other visualizations and applications were funded under
the sand, a projector projects the color map onto the
the same project that supported the development of AR
sand, and the camera detects your hand. If you put your
Sandbox. Interactive 3-D visualizations allow users to
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move or fly through the data using a joystick. However,
Segale said, “We learned through formative evaluation
that . . . kids don’t like to watch other kids learn how to use
the interactive tool.” She showed a video clip of a flight
around the watershed. Although this is a beautiful representation of the landscape, Segale noted that the data size
is cumbersome, and it is easy to get lost flying around.

Planetarium Affordances

The science center also has real-time data that is shared
through the Lake Tahoe in Depth touch-screen exhibit.
This exhibit allows visitors to explore the space around
them. They can see seasonal imagery or view an annual
cycle of air temperature around the lake and on the NASA
research buoys. They can look at wave height to determine whether they want to venture out on their kayaks
and paddleboards. They can see historical data, the past
week, today, and next week. They can also view citizen
science data collected on river, stream, and lake conditions.

and time.

Ryan Wyatt, Morrison Planetarium,
California Academy of Sciences

The purpose of Ryan Wyatt’s presentation was to “share
some observations about how we choose to create
content for a very specific kind of environment,” Morrison
Planetarium at the California Academy of Sciences (the
Therefore, they developed a more passive visualization
Academy). The planetarium is a 75-foot diameter dome
that canned the same content into 3-D movies that are
much easier to manage: just press play. Evaluations of the tilted at 30º and seating 290 people. It’s an immersive
space that fills the visitor’s view.
movies have shown that consistent information is being
presented in a way that works to promote learning and
For this special environment, Wyatt prefers the term “narunderstanding. She showed and narrated a video of a
rative journey” to “story.” The space offers the opportunity
flight through and around Lake Tahoe, along with different to leave the framed experience of film behind. Instead
simulations and visualizations of “Lake Tahoe in Depth.”
of the traditional cuts and structure of film narrative, this
The clip shows major events over time, such as the three
means using the immersive environment to make visitors
faults that formed the lake, glaciation, erosion, and an
feel like they’re traveling. The goal is to take visitors on a
underwater landslide and resulting tsunami that hapjourney and to tell a story about what they’re seeing that
pened 50,000 years ago.
connects the different places along the journey in space

A final tool supported by the grant is the Citizen Science
Tahoe mobile app. People can report on everything from
algae, water quality, invasive species, and stormwater
infrastructure. They are making real-time observations
where they are. In Segale’s view, recording these observations makes people more aware of the issues and helps
them become better stewards.
The center uses all these tools to help visitors explore
their connections to the local environment—geology,
water quality, aquatic food web, and climate change. To
build on this work, they‘ve submitted funding requests for
an AR exhibit on climate change impacts that will include
weather and snow packs, forest health and wildlife risk,
algal growth, and the food web and invasive aquatic
species.
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The Academy is a life sciences institution that has conducted research for 166 years. The planetarium is a major
architectural feature of the building. Given the institution’s history and mission, the stories told in this massive
immersive environment are not just about space, they are
also about earthquakes, ecosystems, and coral reefs.
Wyatt discussed what he called “Academy Style.” These
are design principles that have driven the planetarium’s
approach to taking audiences on science narrative journeys that are easy to absorb:
● 	Create

human-centered content. The planetarium
experience is not about people controlling data, it’s
about taking audiences on a trip. To bring people into
the story, Wyatt’s team makes the viewer the main
character in the experience. For example, he said:
●

●

●

	The show on earthquakes takes viewers to the
streets of San Francisco in 1906, with “insanely
detailed historical recreations” of buildings and
streets.
	For more abstract data, such as a show about asteroids, overlaid maps of familiar urban areas can give
context about size or place.
	People respond to faces. Bringing depictions of
living creatures into the planetarium environment
helps people connect to otherwise abstract con-

nitive load. You have to take in this huge space, you
feel like you’re traveling through space, you’re hearing
some narrator yammering at you about science, you’re
hearing a soundtrack with sound effects and music,
and you have to try to create some kind of coherent
story from this.” Wyatt explained some of the strategies
the planetarium uses to minimize the cognitive load:
●

●

Network diagram of a food web overlaid on animations of creatures in a kelp
forest from Habitat Earth. Credit: California Academy of Sciences
Visualization Studio

cepts (e.g., showing otters before depicting them on a
network diagram of a food web).
●

	Start at a human scale before going to a scale that is
more abstract. Starting with a human scale makes
people feel comfortable. For example:

	Maintain camera motion and continuity. Wyatt
showed a narrated example from the Earthquake
show. The continuity from local streets all the way
out to a global scale allows the planetarium to create
connections that are not possible in other venues.
	Keep visualizations easy to read. The planetarium
has a lot of novice visualization experiencers. Wyatt
said, “We end up being almost insipid” in simplifying
visualizations. They use very distinct color-coding,
keeping it generally monochromatic, and simplify
the representation as much as possible. Showing a
visualization of ocean currents, he pointed out that
it shows only streamlines. It is not color-coded by
temperature or anything else because the point is to
show the currents. More generally, he explained, the
planetarium typically tries not to convey too many
topics or present too many layers of data in a single
visualization.

•	A tour of the universe starts with the international
space station. It’s the size of a football field, which
is relatable.
•	The story of the origin of life on Earth starts with
a 3-D recreation of a redwood forest, then zooms
into a leaf and continues zooming deeper into
an individual cell to talk about how molecules
engage in photosynthesis. This is done so that
visitors experience 12 orders of magnitude of
scale in a continuous fashion.
•	An offshore dive to explore the San Andreas fault
starts on a beach, which emphasizes various size
and time scales.

Graphic overlays indicate some of the 200 impact craters that have been discovered
on Earth, ranging in age from thousands to billions of years old. Credit: California
Academy of Sciences Visualization Studio

•	A show on asteroids and comets lifts off from an
In closing, Wyatt recapped the values that drive the
image of “a charismatic little lizard” on a rock near
Academy's show development. The planetarium tries to
Meteor Crater before going to Meteor Crater.
create human-centered stories. They have an immersive
environment that is “great at showing scale,” but that can
● 	Minimize cognitive load. Morrison Planetarium is a
be disorienting for visitors, so they always start at a human
giant immersive space. A hemisphere wraps around
the visitor, which creates, as Wyatt said, a “huge cog39

scale. They try to minimize the cognitive load of audiences
by ensuring continuity in movement through environments and by keeping visualizations either photo-realistic
or making them as simple and easy to read as possible.

each other over the exhibit and compare notes about
what they’re looking at—even people who don’t know
each other. The dining-room sized table turned out
to be the perfect communication tool to get people
engaging with each other.

The Exploratorium—Piers 15 and 17—
San Francisco
Susan Schwartzenberg, Exploratorium
Susan Schwartzenberg described the Exploratorium’s
2013 move to Piers 15 and 17. The “new” site on the
urban edge of the San Francisco Bay is very important,
and Exploratorium staff came up with several metaphors
for the site: Our building is a laboratory which it’s always
been. It’s a town hall for convening—what does that look
like? A pier is a place of exchange. How can we do that as
an institution?
Schwartzenberg focused on the Fisher Bay Observatory at the end of Pier 15. It is composed of windows, the
opposite of the black box of most museums where everything in the frame is controlled, even where visitors enter
and end. In the Observatory, the Exploratorium uses the
windows as the main theme of the story. Schwartzenberg
explained that the museum had to try something new as
they attempted to couple an exhibit with a view. The view
is the phenomenon, and the exhibit is just a tool to help
visitors understand what they are seeing in the landscape
beyond.
To this end, the Observatory includes the following features:
● 	A large map table. The maps are cultural artifacts—an

idea someone has about what the landscape is telling
them rather than showing navigation tools.

● 	A daily board where Explainers record information

about tides and temperature and make their own
observations. Explainers started creating elaborate
artistic representations as part of their observations.

● 	A topographic table with various visualizations pro-

jected onto it, such as census data, fog data, salinity
data, a tide model, and a sea-level-rise model. The
initial hope was that visitors would overlay all this data,
so that they could see phenomena such as how fog
affects where people live, but, as Schwartzenberg said,
“that didn’t seem to happen.” Instead, people talk to
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Visualizing the Bay exhibit in the Fisher Bay Observatory at the Exploratorium.
Credit: Amy Snyder

● 	A visualization of the San Francisco Bay waterline

18,000 years ago, before the last glacial melt. It also
includes a representation of the consequences of a
1–6 foot rise in sea level.

● 	Interactive exhibits, such as Wired

rate real-time weather data.

Pier, that incorpo-

Schwartzenberg says they “have gotten focused . . .
on sea-level rise because it’s so imminent here.” The
Exploratorium has a grant called Artistic Practice Toward
Urban Resilience, which has involved working with an artist to figure out how to talk about sea-level rise and make
the data more public. The result was a “climate compass”
that is installed in various locations throughout the Bay
Area that are at risk of future inundation. The compass
points north, and an arrow points to the highest hill. There
are also data-based predictions of sea level at different
points in the future for that location. Schwartzenberg
views the project as a media campaign to stimulate public
dialogue, in public spaces, about sea-level rise.
Because the Exploratorium was not known for doing environmental or climate change work, they began to have
convenings, turning the Observatory into a town hall. They
have built an audience around this work and have established relationships with local policymakers to follow political and policy happenings in the Bay Area and nationally.

The Exploratorium is also exploring how some of these
experiments in place-based learning might translate
to other locations. As one example, Schwartzenberg
created an installation at an art fair in Toronto, where
she displayed maps of the San Francisco Bay Area and
Toronto, along with drawings of the San Francisco Bay
that Exploratorium visitors had made in the Observatory.
In the same way Exploratorium visitors drew cognitive
maps of the San Francisco Bay, visitors to this booth made
drawings of the Toronto shoreline. Another idea for institutions like the Exploratorium is to consider how to occupy
smaller places, such as field stations, that are embedded
in the local environment and help people make connections to those places.

What the Field Needs

Synthesis Activity

● 	guidance about basic composition and design princi-

Support for Promoting Data Visualization
Literacy
● 	a developmental trajectory for data visualization lit-

eracy, beginning in early childhood, that identifies the
progression from novice to expert

● 	training for K–12 teachers to teach data visualization

literacy, and for museums to prepare audiences to
understand visualizations

Tools, Guidance, and Research to Improve
Visualization Design
ples, for example, how to balance accuracy with generalization, how to represent scale, and how to use the
most effective perceptual channels

In the final session, VISUALISE participants self-selected
into one of eight groups:
1. public visualization literacy

● 	methods for presenting complex data, for example,

presenting findings that depend on more than three
dimensions of orthogonal data or allowing for user
annotation of the data or visualization

2. exploring complex data
3. visualization design, noninteractive
4. visualization design, interactive

● 	guidance on how to promote engagement with visual-

izations, for example, how to engage people who aren’t
likely to view visualizations, and how to create engagement that lasts longer than 45 seconds

5.	exploring context: how the physical setting affects
design and interpretation
6.	aligning the medium to the message: what types of
visualizations are most effective for different types of
goals?

● 	research and evaluation on:
●

7. voice, bias, accessibility
●

8. research and evaluation in visualization
Each group was asked to identify “what we know” and
“what we need more research on” through discussion,
and then documented their conversation.
The Exploratorium VISUALISE team summarized the
most prominent themes across all eight groups related
to “what we need more research on.” Those themes are
presented here as a broader identification of “what the
field needs,” because participants’ responses included
research needs as well as the need for tools, guidance,
and capacity- and community-building.

●
●

	the role of interaction in building understanding of
gradually more complex information
	what audiences want to know versus need to know
as context for the visualization
effects of realism versus abstraction in visualizations
	different modes of interaction, such as touchscreen
exhibits and tangible interfaces

Diverse Voices and Greater Accessibility
● 	research on how bias affects visualizations and guid-

ance for acknowledging and addressing developers’
and users’ biases

● 	research on the role of culture in developing and inter-

preting visualizations

● 	guidance for representing a wide range of voices in the

visualization
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Support for Establishing and Growing the Field
●

frameworks for cross-disciplinary collaborations

● 	repositories of examples (e.g., of iconic chart types and

their uses) and best practices

●

replication studies

●

longitudinal studies of visualizations in museums

●

publication of “failed” experiments

● 	basic research on data visualization literacy and pro-

cessing, such as levels of data visualization literacy,
and limitations on people’s ability to process and
assimilate data

Research to Advance Data Visualization in
Informal Settings
● 	better measures that are linked to cognitive processing

of visualizations
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Reflections
and Next
Steps
In closing, Frazier thanked the NSF and the Gordon and
Betty Moore Foundation for their support and gratefully
acknowledged the Exploratorium team and advisors who
made the conference a reality.
Several participants offered reflections about the conference. Carrie McDougall of NOAA shared some phrases
that resonated with her:
●

The messiness can become interesting.

●

Potato chip bags can serve as microphones.

● 	Once an expert viewer of a visualization, that person

assumes that everyone else sees the same thing
they do.

●

Every want deserves a character.

● 	Visual explanations allow for checks of coherence of a

concept.

● 	We must empower all persons to be effective storytell-

ers and not just data generators and consumers.

● 	Misrepresentation and exaggeration are inherent in

storytelling.

● 	Importance of co-creation and enabling target audi-

ences to create their own visualizations.

● 	Transdisciplinary approaches are necessary.
● 	How visualizations may lead to behavior change is a big

unknown.

RJ Andrews offered a poetic synopsis of the conference:

We are here! And the world is our diagram.
We are here! To explore other realms.
● 	Visualizations are inherently hypotheses, there is a lot
We are here! And we have a magical hammer.
of guess work.
Visualization: It’s messy, it’s fuzzy, it’s ambiguous.
● Visualizations lead to further inquiry and discovery.
Visualization: It’s productive, it’s helpful, it’s virtuous.
● 	Phenomena take place on time scales that are too slow Visualization puts the human back in the loop:
real people with human eyes (not cameras)
or too fast for easy viewing, visualizations can help with
real people with human minds (not hard drives)
these time scales.
Visualization humanizes, especially when we annotate.
● Interdisciplinary teams are necessary.
We are here and it is time! It is time to help, to humanize,
to empower.
● 	There is a tension between scientific accuracy and
It is time to help audiences turn their sensory knobs, to
making the data understandable for the public. And
help them see, to help them see how things relate.
sometimes there is a tension between accuracy and
It is time to humanize by bringing our work closer to the
aesthetics.
lived experience, to let the human eye resolve the picture.
● 	Identify what is familiar to a visitor and use this as an
It is time to empower all, to go beyond just data producers
anchor.
and data consumers.
● 	Data exploration/data interpretation takes time to

orient.

● 	It is important to humanize data, bring it closer to the

As we go forward,
I hope our desires are not merely fulfilled but transformed.
I hope we embrace boldly our new vision to enchant.

lived experience, create deeper understanding—for
We are here! It is time to go forward. San Francisco
example, use a time scale that the public can relate to in poet Jerry Garcia may have put it best when he and the
their lifetime.
Grateful Dead sang, “Wake up to find that you are the
eyes of the world.”
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Looking Ahead
Frazier closed with reflections on the incredible conversations, ideas, and enthusiasm that had been shared at the
conference, and called on participants to use the ideas,
new relationships, and inspiration from the conference to
seed the next wave of work in research and development
visualizing data for the public. She extended an invitation
for the VISUALISE community’s continued engagement
in the months and years to come through social media,
gatherings at conferences, and new venues to be defined.
The conference proceedings and videos of the presenters are available on exploratorium.edu/visualise, and
the community can continue to engage in conversations
about their experiences and the field’s needs on social
media through #visualise2019.
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